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APPENDIX 
* * * * * 
PETITION 
(Filed August 25, 1972) 
TO THE HONORABLE JUDGES OF SAID COURT: 
COMES NOW the Petitioners, by Counsel, and pursuant to the 
provisions of Section 58-1145 of the Code of Virginia, 1950, as 
amended, respectfully represents unto the Court as follows: 
I 
The Petitioners are all e~g~ged in-the operation of 
businesses defined under Section 11-72 of the Arli~gton County 
Business Privil~ge License Ordinance. 
II 
In January of 1972 a Business Privilege License Tax computed 
at the rate of two dollars per one hundred dollars of gross 
revenue was assessed and collected from each of the Petitioners. 
III 
The two dollar rate above referred to was established by the 
Defendant County Board by amending Section 11-72 of the said 
Business Privil~ge License Ordinance in 1971 to provide said rate 
in lieu of the previously enacted rate of fifty cents per one 
hundred dollars of gross revenue. 
IV 
The Business Privilege 'License Tax was enacted to become 
effective January 1, 1949 and has been amended from time to time 
to add categories, establish rates and divide cat~gories. 
v 
The Business Privilege License Ordinance is a_ general revenue 
measure and provides in its terms that the burden of the tax shall 
be equalized as far as practicable amo~g those liable thereto. 
VI 
In enacting the ordinance, the Board utilized as a standard 
for setting the various rates, adjustments up or down from the 
rate established for retail merchants (Section 11-61 of the 
ordinance), according to relative operati~g margins, as a vehicle 
for equalizing the burden of the tax amo~g those liable thereto. 
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VII 
The rate set in 1971 for the computations of the 1972.tax 
upon the Petitioners' businesses exceed this standard by more 
than three hundred per cent and was arbitrary, capricious and 
discriminatory. 
VIII 
The arbitrary, capricious and discriminatory action of the 
Defendant has resulted in establishing Petitioners' rates so high 
as to be virtually confiscatory and prohibitive in some cases. 
IX 
The Commissioner of Revenue and Attorney for the 
Commonwealth have been. given notice of this petition pursuant to 
statute. 
WHEREFORE the Petitioners pray as follows: 
A. That an order of exoneration issue providi~g 
relief as prescribed by statute. 
B. That process issue requiri~g the attendance of the 
commissioner of Revenue for Arlington County as a witness in the 
proceedings. 
* * * * * 
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ANSWER AND GROUNDs· OF DEFENSE 
(Filed September 15, 1972) 
The defendants, the County Board of Arlington County, Virginia, a 
body corporate, by counsel, answers the petition of the plaintiffs as follows: 
1. The defendant is without sufficient information to answer 
paragraph I of the petition, and demands strict proof of the facts pleaded 
there. 
2. The defendant admits paragraphs II, III, IV and IX of the 
petition. 
3. Paragraphs V, VII and VIII of the petition state conclusions of 
law which requires no answer by the defendant. 
4. The defendant denies paragraph VI of the petition. 
5. All allegations not specifically admitted, avoi&d or denied, are 
denied. 
6. The defendant further alleges that the tax referred to in the 
petition is a reasonable tax levied in accordance with law and that the rate of 
the tax is a proper exercise of the discretion of the levying body. 
WHEREFORE, having answered fully, the defendant prays that the peti-
tion be dismissed, that final judgment be entered against each and all of the 
plaintiffs, and that the defendant be awarded its cost expended in this acUOD. 
* * * * * 
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PROCEEDINGS 
* * * * * 
OPENING STATEMENT OF MR. BATCHELOR 
[Begin Transcript, page 5, line 20] 
I would like to state at the ·outset that we are not· 
attacking the ordinance itself as to its constitutionality, 
or as to the effectiveness of the ordinance; what we a~e 
directly attacking in this action is the application of this 
- - ---------
[Tr. 6]~ ordinance to these particular taxpayers who are affected under 
I 
I 
its taxing provisions. 
[End Transcript, page 6, line 2] 
* * * * * 
[Begin Transcript, page 18, line 12] 
We suqqest to the court that~the.· .. appropriate method 
.for the Board in order to properly change the cateqories of 
taxes under the qross receipts tax is to make a study of the 
gross receipts tax, and to determine if there are appropriate 
changes within the economics of any of the businesses, or 
professions,· or trades~ which would suqqest that the rate of 
return is hiqher, or lower, as the case miqht be, which would 
justify a change in rates, or a chanqe in the qroupinqs they 
are placed in. 
[End Transcript, page 18, line 20] 
* * * * * 
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OPENING STATEMENT OF MR. FLINN 
[Begin Transcript, page 20, line 2] 
THE COURT: Excuse me, Mr. Flinn, doesn't this 
section allow the Court, or require the Court to intarvene 
upon a showing of nonunifor.mity in the application of taxes? 
The taxpayer doesn't have to show it is confiscatory, or 
prohibitive. This thing says, and I read it --
MR. FLINN: That's the --
THE COURT: 58-1135, "In each such proceeding the 
burden shall b~ on the taxpayer to show that the property is 
assessed at more ~an the fair market value", that's in the 
·case ·of real e·state tax,·.·or, ~·.That\the .assessment·.o:.i~ not 
uniform in its appl'ication 11 t"'·:or,·i f!If• the··C~ur'bf·innits .. ·discret~o~· 
·finds the'·inj·ustice· would be met by making an adjustment that.· 
it shall not be necessary for the taxpayer to show that 
intentional, systematic and willful discrimination has been 
made." 
MR. FLINN: I think -- I don't think that the kind 
of uniformity that has to be shown with respect to real property 
tax has to be shown with respect to license tax. 
I think my arqument on the law would be that ·:there 
could not be aJ\Y-·: invidious discrimination, and the same 
_,,,., 
standard of unifor.mity that applies in the case of real property 
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doesn't have to be applied. The standards of uniformity are 
[Tr. 21] best described by the proposition that it's only a tax that's 
prohibitive, or confiscatory that violates the standards here. 
At this time I would only suggest what my argument 
would be, outlining, and on the question of this requirement 
to equalize, since that's a self-imposed requirement, and 
vague, I think, that any later measure was in the discretion 
of the legislative body,of the County Board in this case, 
wouldn't have to be consistent with some interpretation of 
what the appropriate method of equalization was. 
So there would be no substantial argument on the 
fact" here, but argument on what ··the•··law··was· that· .. should 
apply·to these facts. 
[End Transcript, page 21, line 12] 
* * * * * 
[Begin Transcript, page 21, line 13] 
TESTIMONY OF PAUL H. BEESON 
· ; ·MR. · BATCHELOR: Your Honor, I would ·like to call .. 
Mr. Beeson. 
Whereupon, 
PAUL H. BEESON 
was called as a witness on behalf of the Plaintiffs, and havin~ 
been duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows: 
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BY MR. BATCHELOR: 
0 · FQr the record, would you state your name, and your 
occupation, sir? 
A Pau~ H. Beeson,·commissioner of Revenue, Arlinqton 
[Tr. 22] County, Virginia. 
Q Mr. Beeson, how long have you been associe.tec'1. -:·:ith 
the Commissioner of Revenue's Office in Arlington County? 
A 28 years. 
Q And how long have you been Commissioner of Revenue 
of Arlington County? 
A Since 1969. 
Q Mr. Beeson, prior to that, to assuming the duties 
of Commissioner of Revenue for Arlington County, were you 
the head of the Business Privilege License, or Business Licensr'-
Section of the Commissioner of .Revenue's Office? 
A Well, immediately prior to 1969. I· was Chief Depu-t::l 
Commissioner with overall charge of the office; and then fro~ 
1958 back to 1945 I '"as Deputy Commissioner in charge of the 
Licensing Section. 
Q Now, t-1r. Beeson, directing your attention specifi-
cally to the Business Privilege License Ordinance in Arlington 
County, are you familiar with the circumstances giving rise 
to its enactment in the county by the County Board? 
A Yes, I am. 
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Q At the time this ordinance was being discussed, 
being studied, did you participate in the formulation of a 
report to the Arlington County Board relating to various 
----------[Tr. 23] ·recommendatlLons relating to license taxation? 
A Yes, I did, in conjunction with the study ·chat was 
being made by the University of Virginia. 
Q And you, I take it, you and Mr. Fisher were employed 
for the purposes of assisting in that study by the University 
. of Virginia? 
A We were paid on an hourly basis when we worked after 
5 o'clock, or Saturdays and Sundays; during work hours, no. 
Q Now, this study was ultimately forwarded to the 
Arlington County Board, I take. it? 
A···:- Well, it was at the request of the County· Board. · 
Q · .And at the time the Arlington! COutltY ·Board· ·received · · 
.this report there were discussions with you and Mr. Fisher 
with regard to licensing, and to the various aspects of the 
licensing presented under this recommendation? 
A Let me answer it this way: Over a period of several 
months there were discussions with the County Board and the 
University of Virgin~a, leading up to the point of the ·adoption 
of the final ordinance. 
0 Now, in the adoption of the ordinance, was a rational~ 
I 
established for taxation of the various occupations, businesses; 
and trades affected by the ordinance? 
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A Well, as to gross-receipt type licensing there were 
[Tr. ~4] var1ous rates among the broad classifications such as personal 
services oc~upations, retail merchants, special occupations, 
and so on, and were assigned a tax rate. 
Q Now, what was the rationale behind these various 
categories these taxpayers were placed in? 
A Well, operating margins were established for various 
kinds of businesses and professions, and the retail merchant 
was considered to be the base point in all other types of 
businesses and occupations, an extension upward, or down from 
that point; the tax rate at 12 cents for each hundred dollars 
gross receipt was assigned ·to a retail··merohant,··':'so from 
determining the rate to be· applicable hfor · a·:·prof~ssional :· 
occupation, ·then personal services occupation, ·the· rate then 
would be two hundred times the retail rate, a contractor 
Q Did you say two hundred times, or two times? 
A Two times, excuse me • 
. THE COURT: 12 cents was originally adopted for the 
retail merchant, so personal services was 24 cents, something 
on that order? 
THE WITNESS: Somethinq on that order, yes, sir. 
THE COURT: What kinds of broad categories did you haye 
for these initial rates? 
THE WITNESS: Retail merchants 12 cents1 wholesale 
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[Tr. 25] merchants 11 cents; manufacturers 11 cents; builders and 
developers, there was a bracket system, renting of houses, 
apartments, commercial establishments, 15 cents• 
There were deviations in four cases, begin:~ing with 
the special occupations, contractors, builders and developers, 
amusements, which was corrected two years later. 
As to those four, they were on a bracket system. 
For example, from zero to five thousand tax receipts, $10; 
from five thousand to ten thousand, $15. 
BY MR. BATCHELOR: 
Q They were not encompassed under the gross ·receipt 
aspect,. they were bracket··type. 
A · . T~ere was a little oppostion for several years 
against it, and then it was changed as a result of the study 
that was made in 1951. 
Q Now, with regard to the categories that were under 
the gross receipts tax, did I understand your testimony to be 
that this was predicated upon the rate of return? 
A Operating margin. 
0 Operating margin. And what was the purpose of that, 
Mr. Beeson? 
A Well, ability to pay, really. An illustration would 
be the retail merchant, let's say a grocery store, the operati~q 
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[Tr. 26] margin would be the difference.between the qross receip~s, th~ 
cost of the goods purchased for retail, and the contractunl 
obligations upon the person in the establishment. If a merch~n~ 
I 
has gross receipts of $100,000, and these purchases are $10,00C 
his operating margin is only $20,000. 
Now, to take it to the extreme, a professional 
person, such as an attorney at law, or a medical doctor, the 
operating margin is quite high because he has various thinqs 
that he has to buy, and so that establishes a rationale for 
having the different tax rate. 
q· Then the rationale behind this was to establish a 
rate which each of the particular classifications could p~y? 
Q And were they similar, or were they equal in nature 
as close as practicable? 
A The original study established this, that if the 
retail merchant has a base of one hundred, then the wholesale 
merchant would be 72, 70 percent~ the contractor would be 180; 
professional occupations 360~ personal services occupations 
200; business se~vices 100~ repair services 100~ amusement 
businesses 250; manufacturers and processers 72. 
So whatever tax rate the merchant has is multiplied 
by these percentage points to bring out your rate applicable 
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[Tr. 27Jto the persons in the other categories. 
Q Then the practical effect of these figures was to 
see that based on profit each person pay essentially the same 
tax? 
A You are attempting to get the point perfect, 
perfection is not to be had. 
Q Just as far as practical? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q Now, when the ordinance was enacted it provided for, 
in Section 11.2 of the ordinance, it provided for this type 
of equalization~ did it not? 
A . Yes, it was under what was .. ;~nown .. then, as Seqtion ().4, 
and was listed under a "hotel" every person engaging in any 
of the following personal services established the tax rate 
was 25 cents for each $100, which here is twice the retail; 
and then listing by type of business, barber shop, beauty 
parlor, a hotel, and going on to 
THE COURT: Well, what you are speaking of now is 
the original ra~e applicable to all personal services business~s, 
25 cents? 
THE WITNESS: Yes, the retail would be 12 cents; 
and two times the retail rate would be the personal services 
rate. 
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. [Tr. 28]THE COURT: And that initially applied to hotels, 
which is a sub-division under personal services? 
category? 
THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. 
THE COURT: It falls in the personal services 
THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. 
BY MR. BATCHELOR: 
Q You didn't have anything on motels? 
A We didn't have any motels, we only had 167 bedrooms 
in all in the hotel industry in Arlinqton. 
Q Now, subsequent to that time there were motels that 
came into being, and the ordinance was amended to include 
them in the same category as the hotels; is that true? 
A Not for the purpose of including motels. However, as 
time went on it came out hotel-motel, rather than hotel. 
Q Well, for purposes of taxation under the ordinance 
hotel meant motel? 
A It did indeed. 
Q All right, sir. Now, getting back to the section 
that related to the "equalize as far as practicable", the tax, 
this related to these various categories, and to the view that 
there would be updated studies from time to time to determine 
if there had been any marked change in the cost of doing 
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[Tr.29] business in any of these categories; isn't that correct? 
A Yes, the first one was in 1951 by .the University of 
Virginia; I participated in this study. 
Q What was the result of that study? 
A The recommendation was tnat there had been no 
material changes in operating margins, and a strong recommen-
dation which was followed by the Board to abolish the bracket 
system on gross receipts, and go directly to the tax rate on 
gross receipts. 
Q And that was done? 
A That was done. 
Q Now, with regard to the hotel-motel,-industry, was 
there a time when a gentlemen's agreement was entered into with 
the County Board and the industry whereby a rate, a substantial 
rate was established for that industry, and it was passed on as 
a sur-charge without objection, or anybody discussing it, let's 
put it that way? 
A I knew this, but I was not in on any of the dis-
cussions, so I have no direct knowledge. 
Q You were aware of it. How did you become aware of itt 
A The discussions with the then Commissioner, Mr. Fishef. 
Q I see. Now, did there come a time when you appeared 
before the Board as a result, or you were present at a Board 
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[Tr.30] meeting when a further study had been made by Laurin Thompson 
of Geor·ge · Mason University; and a discussion ·was had with 
regard to this particular category under the Gross Receipts 
Act,. that is hotels and motels. 
A There again I was not consulted on that study, 
although I was aware of what was going on; and did participate 
in the report. 
Q Now, as a result of that study -- let me show 
you some notes, Mr. Beeson, I know it•s hard to ask you to 
remember the many things that happened in the county governmen~. 
I have some Clerk's notes here that might help you 
to refresh your recollection, rif the Court·will indulge me. 
,. ·A \ .. I ·misunderstood your question. I thought you were 
speaking of the study made by Dr. Laurin Thompson. 
Q No. It was about the time that this occurred. 
A I see. This was a separate, distinct matter from 
this study., ~t .. is :an outgrowth: of the occupancy tax which 
began --
MR. FLINN: Excuse me. May I ask that the witness 
identify the event that he is talking about? 
THE WITNESS: Yes, it is a minutes of the meeting 
of the Arlington County Board on the date of August 5, 1970. 
MR. FLINN: And what is the precise subject under 
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[Tr. 31] discussion? 
THE WITNESS: The matter is, "Hearing on Amendment 
to the Business Privilege License Ordinance ... 
BY MR. BATCHELOR: 
Q And at that time 
A I was there. 
Q Yes, and were you called upon to give them informatlpn 
and advice with with regard to the category of motels and 
hotels? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q And at that time what did you indicate to the Board? 
A .very briefly I recommended tohthe ~Board· that day··: 
. going· back to the original formula; and subsequent they did 
adopt a rate of SO cents on each $100 of gross receipts. 
Q Mr. Beeson, was that because the rate of. return for 
the motel and hotel industry had never changed appreciably 
from when it was first adopted? 
A I had no knowledqe of the industry itself because of 
the lack of ability to get into the corporate records of most 
of the corporations. 
However, in discussions with members of the motel 
industry on several occasions prior to the Board meeting in 
. . 
conjunction with the transient occupancy tax which went into 
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[Tr.32] effect July 1, 1970, it was my feeling that they were doing 
quite well; that they were not prospering as much as we assumed 
they would, and in view of having nothinq better than that we 
simply had to go back to the original philosophy tha·~ their 
rate would be an extension of the rate applicable to a retail 
merchant, or two times. 
THE COURT: Well, I'm a little confused. I thought 
the retail merchants' rate was originally set at 12 cents, 
and the personal services rate at 25 cents, which would be 
double; and the motels were sub-divisions under the category 
of personal services~ 
How do you maintain that ··when you ·take•·the ·motels 
.. at 50· c~~~s, ·how do you maintain the relationship? 
THE WITNESS: Well, the retail changed to 24 cents 
over the years, so two times that. 
THE COURT: I see. This has been a series of gra~ 
changes? 
THE WITNESS: That has been a change over the years, 
every two, or three years. 
THE COURT: Every time was there a study when the 
rates went up? 
THE WITNESS: No, sir; as the rates go up it is 
correspondingly the same. 
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THE COURT: All the rates, across the board, by the 
same proportion, more or less? 
THE WITNESS: More or less. 
THE COURT: Would you say the history of the thing ha~ 
been for the relationship between the categories to remain 
relatively fixed, even while all the rates qo on up toqether? 
THE WITNESS: The relationship has been fixed, we 
will say, with the exception of the motel-hotel. For example, 
the current rate for retail merchants which is your base, is 
24 cents; professional occupations is 65; personal services 
occupation is 52. 
Here is a deviation here, business ·services 
:occupations is 26, it should only be 24 because that would 
be equal to the retail merchants. Repair services occupations 
is 26 where it should be 24. These deviations are very, very 
minor. 
BY MR. BATCHELOR: 
Q But in the case of the motel industry they have been 
rather dramatic, have they not? 
A I would have to accept that word. 
Q The differential :in the ·rates. 
A Yes. 
Q Under the rationale of equalizing this, based on the 
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[Tr.34] cost of doing business that was originally established, two 
times the retail merchants' rate, would make in this particula~ 
case the tax 48 cents, or SO cents, as opposed to the rate of 
$2 which is two percent, or three hundred percent more than 
that rate? 
THE COURT: I have a feeling, Mr. Batchelor, that 
I jumped you ahead by my questions, which is the end of the 
story, and you wanted to go through a chronology; as a matter 
of fact, I sort of left off the chronology. 
If you would go back and bring me up to date I would 
appreciate it. 
BY MR. BATCHELOR: · 
Q '·<·The Laurin Thompson report, .Mr. Beeson,. was that. 
an updated study of the Gross Receipts Tax Ordinance with 
certain recommendations? 
A I don't know how deeply he went into the matter, 
I just saw the final report. 
Q You did see the report? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q And it did relate to gross receipts and recommended 
specific changes in it; did it not? 
A I don't know whether I have a copy of the report. 
Q Let me show you a copy of it. 
(Handing document to witness.) 
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[Tr.35] A In some cases he suggested that the rates be lowered; 
and in other cases he recommended that they be increased; in 
other cases he recommended no changes at all. That is the 
report dated April 18, 1967. 
Q Now, during this period of time there were certain 
changes in the tax picture in the county as a result of the 
enactment of the sales tax, and the authority for the county 
to impose a transient occupancy tax. 
The transient occupancy tax was a tax designed to 
be added on to, I assume, any transient that took a room for 
hire in Arlington County~ It was added on much as a.previous 
business license tax had· been added on·:as .. a·r:sur.,.charge; ·is that 
correct? 
A My understanding the motel-hotel business was adding 
on the bill an item called "sur-charge". For example, if the 
room rate was $10, the sur-charge would be 20, or 30 cents, 
depending on whether it was $2, or $3. 
Q That was when they were operating under the gentleme~'s 
agreement? 
A Yes, and then when the transient occupancy tax carne 
along which specifically stated that there shall be a tax on 
the transient of two percent, that is when I had to come into 
the picture and tell them they could no longer show that as a 
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[Tr.36] sur-charge, or as tax because we in fact now had a tax, and 
the only recommendation I had for them was simply a matter 
for them to change their work structure. 
Q Actually they never really had a right to put that 
on, did they? 
A. They had no legal right.at all. 
Q And this was sort of a mutual agreement that 
occurred, however illegally, between the county and the 
industry for a period of years prior to the enactment of the 
sales tax. 
THE COURT: Was the transient occupancy tax a part o4 
the sales tax package? 
MR. BATCHELOR: It's in addition to. 
THE COURT: Was it enacted at the same time? 
THE WITNESS: It was enacted in 1970, effective 
July l, 1970. It's a bill unique for Arlington and Fairfax 
only, granting them the authority to have a transient tax. 
MR. BATCHELOR: Which they exercised, and imposed. 
THE COURT: Then the gentlemen's aqreement.that Mr. 
Batchelor referred·to was in factlover·what·period of years, 
do you know? 
THE WITNESS: It was effective January 1, 1959 
through 1970. 
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[Tr.37] 
Q 
BY MR. BATCHELOR: 
And at that time the tax was imposed, the two 
percent occupancy tax was imposed. 
A That's correct. 
Q And at that time the Board reduced the rate of the 
industry to 50 cents per hundred. 
A Effective for the license year 1971. 
Q Effective January 1st, 1971. 
A It went down to 50 cents. 
Q Which was close to the original rationale establish;4-
for this industry in the.enactment of ,the qr,di~~ce. 
A Yes, it was. 
THE COURT: At that time the retail merchants' 
rate was what? 
THE WITNESS: 24 cents. It came out 48 cents, but 
it was rounded off to 50 cents. 
THE COURT: All right, sir. 
BY MR. BATCHELOR: 
Q So that meant at that time, or effective in 1971, 
that all these other taxes were imposed, the gentlemen's 
agreement was cance~ed. The tax rate was then close to what 
it was originally set at when the Qrdinance was enacted: and 
then in 1971, the sununer of 1971 there was a ~eparture in the 
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[Tr.38] enactment of the new rate of $2 per hundred, or two percent 
under the business privilege license tax, to be effective in 
1972. 
A Yes, sir. In fact, it was license year 1972 that it 
was increased to $2. 
Q Which was two percent gross. 
A Two percent. 
Q And that was an increase of three hundred percent, 
is that·correct? 
A Well 
Q Over the SO-cent rate. 
A Yes. The rate for 1973 is now '$3. 
Q That's an additional two hundred percent, or five 
hundred percent over the rate established in 1971. 
A If your mathematics are correct, yes. 
Q Well,· it was SO cents in 1971, and --
THE COURT: I can do it better this way, has any-
thing happened to the retail merchants' rate in those years? 
THE WITNESS: Well, for 1970 the retail rate was 
20 cents, in 1971 it was increased to 24 cents1 and it is 
holding at 24. 
THE COURT: All right. 
BY MP.. BATCHELOR: 
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[Tr.39] Q When you say holding at 24, that's the rate for 1973, 
is it not? 
A Yes. 
THE COURT: So if we are constructing a parallel 
table,for 1970 the retail merchants' rate was 20 cents; and the 
motel rate had not yet dropped to 50, had it? 
MR. BATCHELOR: $2. 
THE COURT: $2 in 1970, is that correct? 
THE WITNESS: That is correct. 
THE COURT: Then in 1971 the retail merchants' rate 
changed to 24, and the motel rate 'dropped··to·~so cents? 
THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. 
THE COURT: In 1972 the retail merchants' rate is 
24, and the motel rate is 
THE WITNESS: $2. 
THE COURT: back up to $2. In 1973 the retail 
merchants' rate is 24, and the motel rate is $3. 
THE WITNESS: 24 cents, and $3. 
THE COURT: But in 1970 when the motel had the $2 
rate before, as against the retail merchants' rate of 20 cents, 
that entire $2 was, according to your information, being 
passed on to·:. the consumer, the customers, as a sur-charge on 
the bill? 
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[Tr.40] THE WITNESS: Not after 1970. 
THE COURT: I'm really thinking of during 1970. 
THE WITNESS: Well, during the first six months of 
1970 they may have passed it on. Effective with th3 transient 
occupancy tax on July 1, 1970, they could no lonqer put it on 
the bill. 
THE COURT: Now, how closely after that change~ that 
is the adoption of the transient -- the effective date of 
the transient occupancy tax did the County Board reduce them 
from the $2 to 50 cents? 
THE WITNESS: The hearingwas in August, 1970; and· 
the new rate was adopted effective for licensing for:•l971. 
THE COURT: So presumably there was a period of 
six months when the hotel operators had to absorb the $2 
rate, the last half of 1970? 
THE WITNESS: I might say they had had a windfall 
the first six months of charging the sur-charge. That might 
have been put into escrow, and in 1·971 they had to come up witij 
less money to pay the license because the current year license 
was based they might have had a slight economic advantage. 
BY MR. BATCHELOR: 
Q The Board took the action immediately after the 
implementation of the transient occupancy tax, and that became 
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[Tr.41] effective on July 1, 1970? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q And then in August.~t the p~blic hearing on the 
adjustment of-this rate they adopted the 50-cent rate:· and that 
became effective the following Ja~uary 1st? 
A That is correct. 
Q These rates are payable on gross business for 
the previous year? 
A Yc~, they are. 
Q And that was the death of the gentlemen's agreement 
between the noard and this particular industry in the county? 
A . I guess so • 
. 9 . ,. No'", when the rate for tl1is particular industry in 
the county was increased in 1971, to be cffectiv~ in 1972, to 
$2 by the Board, \'las there any information furnished as to any 
change of rate of retur~~n the industry? 
A . Not to my knowledge. 
[End Transcript, page 41, line 17] 
* * * * * 
[Begin Transcript, page 42, line 2] 
Q Mr. Besson, just one last thing, all of the people, 
the companies affected unde~~the business privilege ~icense 
tax, gross receipts, were one class and divided into various 
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[Tr.42] categories • for the purpos~ of equalizing the tax; is that 
.. 
correct? 
A Yes, equalizing it by --· 
Q Tax rate. But they were all of the same class, the 
taxpayers? 
A That is true. 
[End Transcript, page 42, line 10] 
* * * 
[Begin Transcript, page 42, line 15] 
BY !-11.. FLINN : 
Q ·· · r.1r. Beeson,- do- you recall what year_s motels were 
first introduced as a separate category? 
A Yes, the change was adopted May 5, 1958, effective 
January 1, 1959, to change the rate from 36 cents for each 
$100 to $2 for each $100. 
Q Now, had motels been. mentioned in whichever section 
was in effect, either 11-SS,·or its predecessor section, 
personal services section; were. they mentioned ~s a'category 
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[Tr.43] in either section? 
A Prior to the change they were· under personal service 
occupations; and when the ch~pge occurred they were deleted 
from the personal service occupations and set up i~ a separate 
category. 
Q Well, the issue that I was trying to get to, I 
believe you testified that in 1949 on~y hotels were mentioned, 
not motels. 
The question I \'las trying to get an answer to \-las 
'o~hether or not between 1949 and 1959 there was any addition · 
in the 11-58, a category. for,.motels., .... ~4 ......... :·~· •• ·'·'·:·t!,,·~: .......... ' .. 
. A In the or.dinance just prior~to January,·.!, :1959; · ~·y: .-
hotels were listed in p~rsonal service occupations. 
THE COURT: At what rate, sir? 
THE WITNESS: At a rate of 36 cents for each hundred 
of gross receipts; and .±hen-when the ordinance was adopted, or 
rather amended effective January 1, 1959, it shows that hotels 
were deleted from the personal service occupations, and a 
separate classification set up known as Section 11-72, 
defining every person operating a hotel, or motel shall pay 
a tax of $2 for each $100 gross receipt • 
. 
BY HR. FLINN: 
Q Was this the first time that motels had been mention~d 
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[Tr. 44] at all? 
A That was the first time that the. word "motel" 
appeared in the ordinance. 
Q Were you familiar with any o~her proposals that were 
considered as ~ .basis for establishing a rate for the business 
privilege license tax at the various times that the tax rate 
was considered? 
·You testified here about the standard .that was 
repornmended in 1949, were you aware of other standards that 
were under consideration at that time? 
A You mean as to licens~s measured by other than gross 
. receipts? • • •••• ~.. • .. :' 0 .: •• .. : 
...... Q ·. . No, other than by this formula of differentiation 
between categories. 
A I don't think I really understand the question. 
l 
Q You testified-that, for example, using retail 
merchants as the base of one hundred, that professional 
occupations would be taxed at a rate of 360; personal services 
.at a rate of 200,. and I believe repairs at 72 percent.of that 
of retail merchants as a base of one hundred. 
Are you· aware of \oJhether or not there \'Tere any 
other formulae for distinguishing rates between classes that 
were considered at that time? 
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[Tr. 45] A Well, there were other \-lays of levying a license 
tax considered, such as value added, but it was not adopted 
because it was too costly tQ.,administer, and costly for the 
business man to maintain the records. · 
Q Now, as I urlder~tand your testimony, I think that the 
essential consideration that was used in adopting the formula 
that was adopted by the University· of Virginia study, was the 
profit ~argin; is that correct, sir? 
A The operating margin. 
Q The operating margin. Now, were there other factors 
· .that were .considered an·d rejected in preparing .that:'study', '·· 
othe'r than th.e opera tingc~marcj ins?.:·· ·" !.; ~· .... : .. ·:~ :· ··' ~· ~ ..... .._!',~~.~d; \-,:?; ···,.:J '? ;· 
·:-· ..... (A·.,:· .. :).~'J.'he one that was given consideration, other than the 
gross receipts ~ethod was the value added tax • 
.. ·· Q Are there other formulae? I believe the report by 
the· University of Virginia speaks.about· considering the natur.e 
of the market in tile community as a question that might be 
considered in establishing the rate for business privilege 
licenses. 
A Not the rate ~tself, the philosophy. was that people 
dealing in the market, it was only rational that they should 
pay for the use of the market. 
Certainly Arlington County has established, what we 
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[Tr.46] have here, the business man has every right.·to ·pay for the use 
of the market that has been created by the economy of Arlington!. 
Q And wasn't it con~idered in that study that in 
establishing a rate of the tax it was -at least arguable, some 
people argued, that tl\e.person considering what the rate would 
be would look at the nature of the market in that community, 
and establish a rate for that particular category of business. 
A No, there was nothing of that nature considered. 
Q Wasn't there language to the effect that the market 
in an urban community for doctors and lawyers was better than 
~it would be in a rural ·community? 
I believe I recall language to':··that effect in the··.: ... 
1949 University of·Virginia study. 
A Yes, ,perhaps I can find it, it's in h~re. Let me 
use my own words on it. Certainly a medical doctor would 
want to-- if. he: were~going into practice he would want to 
establish himself in the most desirable location for him, and 
it would certainly be in the urban, ~s opposed to the rural 
community; the gravity is towards the grea~est possible 
potential. 
Q Yes, and I was -tryin9 to get to the question of 
whether or not that was a factor that those that made the study 
said could be considered. 
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[Tr.47] A This is more or less stated in the· explanation, or 
the justification for a business privilege license tax. 
Q Tax as a whole? 
A Yes. 
Q • Now, were you asked in 1970 to consider the proposal 
for an amendment of the business privilege license· tax? 
A I discussed it with the Board; it wasn't the sole · 
item. I made a projection of possible revenues to be received 
at.various tax rates, and I think one of the projections was 
40 cents, and another 45 cents, and ~nether one 48 cents; and 
as a result of the meeting the Doard established a rate of 50 
cents. . ~. • ••·· ~ .... : ".;6 .~) " . ; : ..... ~ ... i 
·. . 
.Q ... No'\'1, . are you familiar \'lith what the considerations· 
were that went into considering whether it \-Jould be 40, or 48, 
or 42 cents? 
A ... You mean. --- ·=...-:.-.• ~. -
.Q · They \'-lere attempting to apply the standard recommendc~ 
by the 1949 study in all of these rates, or were there other 
standards that were offered as a basis"for ~he various rates 
that you had to conside~? 
A The only standard that '\'las used was the original 
standard that the hotel rate would be twice the base rate 
assigned to retail merchants. 
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[Tr.48] Q Do you know what the reason was.for these small 
deviations, but nevertheless the~e various alternatives that 
were offered; why \-las it that they didn't equal exactly 
"' 
twice the rate? 
A Well, I just made the projections on various tax 
rates, it was up to them to make the selection of -.the tax rate 
they wished to adopt. 
Q But, let's say was one of the proposals 42 cents, 
and one of them 50 cents? 
A I think I took in a two cents increment, from 40 cen~s 
up. , • , I _) 11 , .. • . t·· . 
Could you give reasons why they~might·adopt a 
42-cent·rate~~s opposed to a 50-cent rate • 0 / '• I t ,.' ' 
A It is purely up to the County Board to make that 
judgment. 
Q ~ Well, what.w~re the fadts that you considered in 
. 
deciding \vhether to pick 42 as.one alternative, and SO as anotlier 
alternative? 
A For the purpose of giving the Board an opportunity 
to kno\-1 how much revenue would be attained if they usetl Rate A, 
D, C, D. 
Q So what you \<lere doing \.,ras projecting a revenue 
producing a tax of the rate? 
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[Tr.49] A That is correct. 
Q I would like to go back again to 1949, and look at 
the rate in various categories, perhaps select a couple as 
examples, perhaps the r~tail merchants, rate 49; and the 
professional occupations rate. 
Was the proposal of the study that the professional 
occupations should be.taxed 360 percent of the retail merchant~? 
A Yes, that was the original recommendation. 
Q And what was the actual? 
. . 
A As adopted by· the Board? They did not foll0\-1 that 
principle, the fact that the professional people are· in the~.· 
bracket system. l~or example,· ~lO'·•if· ·his gross ·dc:es "not excdcd 
$5,000; if it doe~ not exceed $12,000, then it's· $35; if it 
exceeded $12 , 000, $7 5 ; if it exceeded r. 2 5 , 000, ~he maximum 
then was $100. 
The same thing happened as to contractors, builders 
and developers, and amusements; the others did have the 12 
cents, 20 cents of the one hundred-gross receipts. 
Q So at $5,000 it's not an accurate.reflection of 
the rate all across the board, at $5,000 would have been 
20 cents a hundred on professional occupations at that time. 
A That ~a~ the gross inequity of the thing. If a 
person had an income of $4,999, he would pay $10; if the gross 
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[Tr.50]was $5,001, it \'lould then go up to $35. 
Q $35, so his rate could jump with an increase of the 
"' $1 on income, his rate would.go f~om 20 cents a hundred to 
35 cents a hundred? 
A If you would put· it on a graph it would go up very· 
s~arply. 
Q And how long did this bracket system stay in effect? 
A Effective from '49, •so, '51, '52, and then it was 
corrected and went to a tax rate on gross receipt. 
Q And was this across the board in all the business 
privilege' license tax? . ·.-.•. .. . ... . . ~ ~ ~· ' .. · .. 
•. \r ·:· •• A .... ·oh, no, all those on a bracket system·went .. to a tax 
··rate on gross re·ceipt. . ~ . . . , .. ·'· .... . . . .. . ... 
Q And in 1959, then, could you compare the rate bet\-.Teen 
retail merchants and professional occupations? 
A The professional rate then was 65 cents, and the 
retail was 18 cents. 
Q Was there any recommendation to change the rate that 
had been proposed in 1949, the 36~ percent ·=ate that was made? 
· A Well, it was ~n outgrowth of the study, the 1951 
study made by the University of Virginia, showing that it 
was inequitable to use the bracket system~· 
Q nut was it their recommendation to keep the 360 per-
-.16-
I 
[Tr,51] cent differantiation.between retail merchants and professional 
occupations?· 
A Yes, it was; they ·§aid that the difference. between 
. . 
the various categories.remained unchanged. 
Q .And as I compu~e it, 65 cents is pretty close to 
360 percent of 18 cents. 
A Right close. 
Q _ Now, using 1959 as another year e>f example, what 
were the rates in 1959 on retail merchants and pro£essional 
occupations? 
A In 1969? 
0 1959. 
· · ·A. .. : ~.59, professional occupations 65 cents; retail 
merchants 22 cents·. 
·Q And what are the rates for those two categ~ries now? 
A As.of this year?-
Q Perhaps you can give us the rate on '72., and if 
there- is any change from ·• 72 to • 7 3. 
A Well, the retail rate for last year ended this 
year, 24 cents; and the professional occupations is 65 cents. 
Q Now, has ~here been any study that recommended a 
change of that ·360 percent faQt~r? 
A Well, subsequent to the original .study, only the 
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[Tr-52]one that was made in 1959 by the University of Virginia, and 
another one that was made in 1967 by Dr. Laurin Thompson. 
Q - Did those recommend· .. any change in the 360-percent 
. . 
factor? 
A The one in 19 59 . recommen.ded no changes, .and Dr. 
Thompson as to thos·e two categories recom~ended that profession~ 
occupations be reduced fr_om_ .65_ cent~ to_ 50 c~n~sl· ~~d retail 
merchant~ be reduced from 26 cents·to 25 cents. 
THE COURT: That was in the 1967 Thompson report? 
. THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. 
THE COURT: And that is the one.where he·recommended 
the reductiqn in motels from·$2 to,SO cents? 
~·TilE liiTNESS: That is correct, sir. 
BY MR. FLINN: 
Q Do you know whether or not that was ever followed 
in the period .from 1967 to 1972? 
~ THE COURT: Which? 
MR. FLINN: The recommendation with r~spect to the . 
ratio. between professional occupations· and the retail merchants 
MR. BATCHELOR: In 1970. 
· BY 1-1R. FLINN: .. 
A They must have gone beyond the recommendation because 
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[Tr.53] the rate·here shows 20 cents for each $100 gross receipts for 
a retail merchant; and on the professional, the 50 cents 
followed that recommendation~~ 
Q But· they didn't have exactly. the same ratios. 
Q As the ratios applied. 
A It doesn't have to be preci~ely on th~t-~atio, it 
can dev~ate slightly. 
Q Are you familiar with standards for d~fferentiating 
between different classes of licenses tha~ are followed else~ 
·where, whether· in Virginia, or in.the United. States as a.· 
whole? 
1\ Well, making your study ·and trying to characterize 
tax business, in the retail mcrchu.nt area you don't ·have much 
trouble determining who are retail merchants because they 
simply sell at retail.·-·.·.· -· .•. - -· ·-
I 
However, in retail merchants you have varying profit4, 
or operating margins. 
Then, as to personal service occupations, why, you 
try to group people who do things that are similar, and have 
the necessity to bring into·the market thing. The personal 
services usually do not bring .to.o .much to the market. A 
retailer, of course, has to buy and bring things in. 
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[Tr.54] 
· What I'm trying to say, the value that a person adds 
to the market has· a great deal to do with the category you 
put him in, and also the things th~y pre taking from the 
market. Is that what you are saying? 
Q As I understand what you said in this respect, you . 
are testifying as to the reasons foretablishing various 
categories? 
A That is correct. 
Q And perhaps I should have asked this question, but 
the question that I was asking was, are you ·familiar \vi th what 
standards 'are applied in other localities \-lhich have. similar 
taxes are applied in determining what the differentiation 
between the r·ate on various categories is? 
A Well, only one·case that I know of, tl)e City of 
Alexandria went to do this same thing by the University of· 
Virginia; I understand they-retain their services from time 
to time. 
Q And do you know whether or not they have applied this 
operating margin standard? 
A I would have to study that. 
THE COURT: Mr. Besson, setting of rates within the 
same broad cate~ories, has any.d~stinction been made between 
different types of retail merchants, such as a comparison bet'v~en 
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[Tr.55] a gift shop that sells articles of a very high mark-up, high 
value; and a Five-and Ten Cents item with a small mark-up? 
THE WITNESS: It is .. -recognized that there are great 
profit margins among retail stores, jewelers stores have a 
tremendous mark~up, furniture stores; but the idea to set them 
in separate categories as far as rate purpose is concerned 
was abandoned simply because 9f the bookkeeping.involved. 
For example, Hecht Company is a-retail. ~tore. Within 
Hecht Company you have a jewelry department and furniture 
department, so they would have to set up for each kind of 
merchandise they sold, set up records· to control~that because 
·we would want to know how much ·did you• sell;.•-.what .were the ··.-:-·•! 
gross receipts for the sale of furniture, and apply. a. tax ... 
rate to that. 
· It was abandoned simply ... becau\'e it was too much of 
a burden upo~ the business man, and too much for the government 
.... 
administrative office. 
'l'HE COURT: Have any of the studies that have ever 
been made to your knowledge recommended any break-do\<~n among 
t~e different types of retail merchants in order to equalize 
the burden? 
TilE WITNESS: ·The study recommended against breaking 
up. 
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[Tr.56] THE COURT: For the reasons you men'tioned? 
THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. 
THE COURT: I ~uppose the study recognizes that 
produces an inequity between the smaller mark-up and the 
large mark-up? 
THE WITNESS: Th~ recommendation acknowledged that. 
THE COURT: All right. 
BY MR. FLINN: 
Q A related question to that, do you know whether or 
not there have been any recommendations there be graduation 
of the rates within the va~ious categories; I use graduation 
as distinguished from just bracket categories. • : ,. '"'· .,. ... • • o;,. :•. •.• ~· •• ·~ • . . . . . . . 
• r 
··I see \aJhat you mean, having a gross receipt up to 
$100,000 being caxed, say a tenth of a hundred; .$100,000 to 
$200,000, at 15 cents a hundred. -It could be done. There 
are one, or two localities in the ·State that do it. 
Q Now, I take it,·.to··the ·effect of Mr. Thompson's 
report as to recommend a certain change in the ratios between 
the various categories 
A The Thompson report? 
Q Yes. 
. 
A He didn 1 t touch upon that subject, however, I think 
he did take it into consideration \-lhen he came up with the 
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[Tr.57] proposed tax rate. 
Q Now, do you know whether or not there was ever any 
consideration within the count¥ gov~rnment whether or not 
this change in the ratios, that this was the effect of his 
recommendation, was a ptoper and just change in what the .ratios 
should be? 
A I think it might answer itself, if he would establish 
a rate of 25 cents on retail merchants, and went to professional 
occupations and recommended a rate of 50 cents; then he was 
getting a rate of 360 and was going to 200. 
Q. (·That's how I understand it. My question iS·\vhcthcr . .-
or· not his report \-las considered· from this .·.point!·of :·1vicw, ··or·· · . 
. \'l.a.s. i,t. ~onqidered that any part of the discussion. or considera.f-ion 
include the isst·A of changing that rat.i.o, or was it· ·just looked 
I 
at from the poir~:t: of view of the p_~rticular rate ·that he 
recommended without considering the question of the ratios 
between the categories? 
A I don't think I can properly answer that, I. wasn't in 
on the study. I really only draw a conclusion from reading 
this report. 
Q I understand that, but can you say that you are not 
aware of any consideration that was given· to it from that point 
of view? 
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[~r.58] A I know of no consideration being given to it. I 
might conclude that it would not have been possible because 
it takes months and months to_. do something .like this • 
... 
Q Now, you said that in 1950 -.- I'm sorry,- in 1970 
one of the factors th~t was considered was the amount of 
revenue that would be produced by. a rate.of .a particular 
level. 
A That was taken in conjunction with the new ocQupancy 
·tax. 
Q Right. Now, was that question of the amount of 
·.revenue that was produced a factor ·.that··.was. considered at··. 
other times when the rates ... we·re ·.changed?- · ·- · 
· A ·.d. ·No,· I ··think this is the only time· that a· trading off 
was consideredl as far as the· overall budget was concerned •. 
' 
Q Now. during the period .that the amount of ~he gross 
receipt tax was being passed alon9 to the occupants of the 
mo.tels and hotels, were the potel and motel owners and 
operators required to report that a~ount in their gross incomet 
A I took the position that their taxable base was the 
entire amount received. 
THE COURT: Did this· .. :pass the entire tax along to. 
. . ·~ 
the customers iri the form of -the-sur-charge? · 
'l'UE \iiTNESS: Well, on the motels --
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[Tr.59] THE COURT: I think you said they did. If there 
was a motel bill of $10, it was 20 cents. 
THE WITNESS: The first time it would be $10, and 
then the next time it would be sur-charge, and then -~:he fou:o:-
percent sales tax; and then the total. 
MR. FLINN: I don't have any more questions. 
[End Transcript, page 59, line 6] 
* * * * * [Begin Transcript, page 59, line 8] 
BY !-1R. BATCHELOR: 
Q When they paid tax, however, they paid their tax on 
the gross. amount, which included the sur-charge, actually? 
A ,The transaction, one night ·$10, I considered the 
taxable gross receipt as~.$10.20 •. : · 
.. Q / ~ ... Right •.. Now, when the change was made that ·Mr. Flinn 
referred to in 1951, when they created the hotel-motel, the 
first time motels were actually mentioned in ·the ordinance, 
this was the onset of the gentlemen's agreement; was it not? 
A No, the onset of it was in 1959. Let me clear up 
this point, the mere fact that the word "motel" was not in 
the ordinance was not controlling because it was controlled 
by State law as to the definition of motel. 
Q I see. So it was encompassed in the term "hotel"? 
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A That is correct. The gentlemen's agreement was 
effective 1959. 
'i!l't-60] THE COURT: When the rate went to $2? 
THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. 
MR. BATCHELOR: Thank you, Mr. Beeson. 
[End Transcript, page .60, line 3] 
* * * * * [Begin Transcript, page 88, line 12] 
CONCLUDING REMARKS OF MR. BATCHELOR 
not .attac~< .. the .business license ordinance as such, or t:te ri~:':'l'!: 
for such an ordinance to exist; I'd be wasting your ti-me, a.n(. 
my time, and Mr. Flinn's time because the Courts of Virgini~ 
have said that this is a proper ordinance, and constitutional. 
~~at I do attack here is the application under a 
part of this ordinance of the rate, or inappropriate rate to 
this particular class of taxpayers, or this particular group 
of taxpayers. 
[End Trans·cript, p~ge 88, line 20] 
* ·* * * * 
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[Begin Transcript, page 90, line 3] 
I am going to address myself momentarily to this 
question of confiscatory tax. I'm not suggesting to the Court 
that there is any evidence before the Court that this is a 
confiscatory tax. I would suggest to the Court that the tax 
tends to become confiscatory when it is $2,. and the next 
year $3, when you are charging this on gross receipts because 
three· ··percent, two percent gross receipts, when you apply that 
against what is the profit in that business, could well amount 
to .. SO.:.Percent of profit; and I think that. tends.'·to .. becom0 ;:.. 
l5_ttle .confiscatory wh~n ·lit~ s.···a,:privilege ·tax:,. •. not~.an i.nr:~y,:c 
J::.ax.-,,;,.but ,a .privilege tax. 
•• • • ..... 0 
[End Transcript, page 90, line 13] 
* * * * * [Begin Transcript, page 90, line 22] 
ORAL OPINION OF JUDGE RUSSELL 
· -+A.e ~n~~N. 
THE COURT: It appears to me thatA~ ~~ made on the 
business privilege license tax today does not reach its general• 
[Tr.91] constitutionality, nor does it reach the regularity of the 
proceedings whereby it was amended to raise the rate for 
1972 4 ~ather the attack is confined to the question of I 
equalization in the distribution of the burden of this tax 
among those liable therefor~. 
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In my opinion the burden of the taxpayer has been 
carried. The testimony of the official of Arlington County 
responsible for the application of this tax, and who has a 
great deal of personal background in it,demonstrates by far 
+•~?( d 
more
4
.the-preponderance of the evidence that the County Board 
h~d befdre '·it ·no standard l'Thatever which would have· shown· 
a ch£"-nge ~-n the circumstances·· of this·· industry;· ~~justifying 
a·quadrupling of the tax rate between 1971 and 1972. 
It appears that in all prior years the county had 
• i +;, 
acted by adjusting the tax rate to maintain what ~nA~he best 
judgment was an equal burden upon different kinds of 
The most recent study to which the county had access was th~~ 
1.. f.'fot: '11 
of Dr. ~aur4~ Thompson in 1967. 
Dr. Thompson either didn't know about the so-called 
gentlemen's agreement, or he ignored it because he looked 
simply at the $2 rate then in effect without reference to who 
was paying it, and commented in his report that it was very 
high; and he recommended that it be reduced to SO cents, which 
[Tr.92] would put it right back at the same ratio to the retail 
merchants' as i:!r had obtained at the inception of the ordinance!. 
His recommendation was followed. 
As soon as the County Board and the members of this 
industry found it impossible to pass this tax along to the 
customers, the industry was put back to the SO cent level, whic~ 
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made its effective tax rate double that of the retail merchants!' 
which it had been from the beginning, roughly. 
Thus the county, in making that reduction was 
motivated, apparently1 by substantial evidence of uniformity 
in· the· distrlbution of the burden ,of; this···tax: that··,is the 
reduction· ·from $2 to SO cents~ .: 
·conversely when the increase was made in the next 
year from SO cents to $2, it was apparent that the county had 
nothing before it whatsoever to justify that change. I suppose 
it's unnecessary to comment on the $3 rate for 1973, since that! 
ple~J,1l1S· 
is outside the ~ 
It would appear, then, that Section SS-1135 reaches 
the situation because in the opinion of the Court the assess-
ment is not. uniform in its application, and the Court finds thaf:. 
the ends of justice would be met by making an adjustment. 
Accordingly an order of exoneration will be entered-
in favor of the petitioners in this case from all gross receipt~ 
rrr·. 93ltaxes imposed upon them for the year 1972 in excess of so cent~ 
per $100. Prepare such an order. 
[End Transcript, page 93, line 2] 
-4~ 
. I 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 1 
ARLINGTON COUNTY 
BUSINESS PRIVILEGE LICENSE ORDINANCE 
* * * * * 
Sec. 11-2. Statement of General Policy. 
It is the purpose and policy of the county board, in enacting this 
chapter imposing license taxes for the privilege of conducting business 
and engaging in certain professions, trades and occupations in the 
county to equalize as far as practicable the burden of such license 
taxation among those hereby liable thereto, by adopting, for general 
application, but subject . to the exceptions hereinafter specifically set 
forth, a system of license taxes measured by the gross receipts of the 
business, profession, trade or occupation in respect of which the tax is 
levied. (Min. Bk. XII, p. 37, 1-1-49. §1.) 
* * * * '* 
Sec. 11·72. Hotels and Motels. 
Every person operating a hotel or motel, renting in excess of seven 
(7) bedrooms to transients or sojourners, shall pay for the privilege an 
annual license tax of ~ for each $100.00 of gross receipts, as 
hereinabove defined, from the business during the preceding fiscal or 
calendar year. The minimum annual license tax shall be $25.00. 
(Amended 7-30-62, effective 8-30-62; amended 6-3-67, effective 1·1·68.) 
(Amended 8·5·70, effective 1·1-71.) 
* * * * * 
Sec. 11-4. Levying of License Taxes. 
For each and every year beginning with January first of each year 
and ending December thirty-first following, until otherwise changed, 
there are hereby levied and there shall be collected the annual license 
taxes hereinafter set forth in this chapter, except as otherwise specifi 
cally provided in this chapter, on persons· conducting or engaged in any 
business, trade or occupation in the county hereinafter set forth in this 
chapter, which license taxes shall be for the support of the county 
government, the payment of the county debt, and for other county 
purposes. (Min. Bk. XII, p. 37, 1·1-49, §4.) 
* * * * * 
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MEMORANDUM 1 
ARLINGTON COUNTY 
BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL LICENSE TAX SURVEY 
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ARLltiGTO,j)~ COUNTY :BUDIHESS "u~D PHOl"~rr\lO:tAL LICE.!\SE 
TAX-SURVEY 
The·1~ediate problem or the County Board of Supervisors ot 
Arlington County in connection wit~ business and professional. license 
taxation is that or implementing the authoritygranted by Chapter 
150 of the Acts of Assembly 1948, which reads as fbllows: 
"Be it enacted by the General Assembll' of Virginia: 
1. That the governing body or an:r county in this 
State having a population of more tho.n ·tHo thousand per square 
mile, according to the le..s·t precedi11g united Ste..tes c~-~nsus, 
and in any cotL"lty ·having an area qf lass than si~r:·ty square 
miles, is hereby authoTl.zed to le·vy nnd to provide for ti:le 
assessment and collection of cou."l.·cy licsnse ta::;:es on 
businesses, tradGs, professions, occupations and callings 
and upon the perso!1s, firr:1s and corporations el1[;3.ged ·therein 
t·Ii thin ths county, \·!bethel" any license ta.:c be imposed thereon 
by the State or not; provided, ho~ever, that no county license 
tax shall be levied in any case in '\1li.ic h ths levying of e. 
·local license· ta:t is Pl'oh5.bited by any general lat~ of' this. 
state." 
It must be pointed cut, ho'\'re~er.~ that the impos1 tion or 
business and profesSional lice~ses_ca~~ot be considered in a 
. .. 
vacuum. So many, .and ·so varied, are the ends tc:> be achieved_ 
by ta,:ation that no single segment or a tax _system can 
effe~~ively be vie~ed except in terms of the entire county revenue 
structure. A highlY. regressive t~oo:c or a certain variety may ''ell 
serve to tap some hitherto untouchable source, ~d at the same time 
be balanced by sharply progressive taxes fn other revenue areas\ 
or it may ba designed for regulatory purposes, in which event its 
very regressivity may be an important virtue. More~ver, overall 
considerations of balance and stability must bs recognized, and 
care taken not to depend too heavily ror_the financing or·stabilized 
service costs from instable revenue sourc.es. Again, it must be 
recognized that taxpnyers pay many different kinds or taxes, and 
I . 
caution must be exercised to avoid the WldUa accumulation of tax 
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burden~ upo11 the same basic \·Iealth-producin~ activit1r s tll(\ \!:J~\lt~~ 
makes its appearance in various forms at various sto.ges or·davalopment. 
It ·iS :tmportan:t, therefore, to und~rotanc1 th~ probl()zil of busjness 
and professional license taxation in Arlington County in its proper 
perspective, a.nd in proceed1nq to t-he adoption of this n~"' and 
tmq~estionably appropriate revenue source ~o. relate it to cxinting . 
county taxes on real and tangible p3~·son~l property, and to othar 
charge~ imposed by the local governrn~nto It is also important to 
raalizc tha .. c this most recent e:q)e.nsj.on or ·the taxing· jtu.•isdic·tion 
:ts an :tmportan·t step, but is only a single ·step, touard building the 
typ9 of revenue system necessary to support the financial requiraments 
of an essentially u1•ba.n matropolitan go"'Jcrnm1!nt •. The· businass and 
professional license tax cannot solve all of 'Arlington CoWlty"s 
revenu~ problems. The business and profession~.l license tax 
plus the mo-tor Yehicle license tax car.not solve all of Arlington 
' Cou.."'lty' s l"evenue problems. Hhile th3re. is no apparent \•iay in 
which ths co~unity value of a given taA may·be predetennined with-
out considering its relation to the entire rcvenua str~cture, it · 
is poss:i.bJ.a to ~escribe its character:ts·tics so that a given tax 
may be intelligently \•!oVen into the. larger fabric of the local 
re\"enue system. It is fundamental that thi'n be done, for ad hoc 
and piecar~1aal e.dop"Gion of ta=:es to n.ccom:plish ad hoc anc1 momentary 
ends inevitabiy b~ilds up a pattern or'taxation that. is incoherent• 
and illogical, as well as inequitrible.and politic~lly dangerotiso 
. . 
It .is also true, hot-Iever, that i;he internal equities of e.ny 
particular tax can be analyzed. and determined o The establishment 
o~ a proper a.nd equitable relations.hip bet\'teen the license tax 
system and the other revenue so·urces or the county is largely. a 
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· • . .l:la t ter or r;~. te {,)us tme n t , p:..•ov i d ed t h·"D l;t c.()~~ s t: nn:aS'Ii' ~ v~:1 b.'l ''~' 
\ I , 
been soundly based and proper internal relat~~nship~ estab~ished as 
among the various· classes of licensco~ o !n other ~1o:-ds, it is mucb. 
easier to build a tax system the overall effect or which is-equitable 
and· fair 1r eacb of the com~onent elements-operates equitably among 
those upon uhom it fallso Moreover, if it is then desired to accom-
plish regulatory po:poses in addition to raising a certain amount or 
revenue, the special ancillary provisions may be embodied to achieve 
~he non-fiscal purpose without distorting the entire system. Thus, 
for example, if' Arlington CoU. • '''lty believes that it \'lOUld be better off 
\t1i thout fortune-tellers, phrenologists or palmis·ts, 1 t can readi_ly 
achieve.this social objective if 9 on the basis of a ·so~~dly constructed 
. . 
licensing system, it sioply adds punitive charges handicapping such 
enterprises 9 rather than attempting to equate the relative desirability 
of a lar~ number of undertakings or dubious value to the com~unityo 
Terreino1crr,.z 
\ 
. . . 
Taxation is unavoidably a fairly. complioa:ted and -technical sub-
'ject, and in order to facilitate consideration of the various elements 
entering into the licensing· system, and to I 4each agreement on objecti"v-a 
as ~ell as ways and ~gans, it is important that the words used have a 
consta~t reference. As used generally in discussions of taxation, and 
specifically in tlus and subsequen~ memoranda, the principal ter~s in-
volved are defined as· follo~s: 
A License: A License is a ~ayment exactad by gov9r~~cnt 
or its-a:~en:-GFI~or the pri".tilege of performing Cln activity other-
wise considered illegalo 
A PP.r.T:t~.t: \•!here such activity invol"tes a physical 
change in pl:'operty, or \t!here ~uch e.c·ti vi t:; is t~su:.lly 
considered ~otentially prejudici~l to public health, safety, 
morals or '\o!eli'"are, the authorization is llsuall~" referred to 
~s a pernito 
A Frar-~!~~-~~: l·!!~e!'e the carryinrt on or the act:!. vi ty 
involvas a con~ruct epp~opr~ating public property for private 
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..,_~ll, tho o.uthor1z'3.t1on in c:.:1llecl n i'l•.:\nc hi!H., o 
A FeQ. and c... 1'~: vJhere the pa.y!Ilent ( .r~ted is related 
pr1niarilj." to the cont of regulation and supervision, 1 t is 
usually called a ft~e; '"here the cost of regulation is not a 
primary factor and the payment is exacted for general revenue· . 
purposes, it is usually designated as a taxo 
· Bt'.se or Nc~.a,u·e: Th~ basa or m0asu~e of a tax is the 
variabioto t·lh1ct;··-i11S rate is ap:plie.d. The base of' pl"operty 
taxes in the Unite:;d States is usually ad valorem, or on the 
.capitalized value or the property 9 . although other com1tries 
trequan:tly usa the rental, rather than ad valorem, b~se o In 
the field or bus5.n0ss and occuuutionul licenses Q ·the bases 
are many e.ncl varied. A recent· stt!dy by the Hunicipal 
Finance Ol~ficers ~ Association lists t\'J'cnty differen·t bases 
in common use in Jl...merican local governments~, 
1. Type of occupation aloneo 
2. Value or goods, stocks or inventories on ha~~ 
as of a certain dat;e q or a\'erage value of inventol"ies 
\-rithin a gi ~1en pertod o 
3.· Rental valus of premises occupiedo 
.If. Anount .of street or hj_ght-Jalr fi,.on-'~ageo . 
~. Ar.loui1 t of floor s pe~ce or ground space utili zed. 
6. Seat:tng capacj_ty, for ·certain .. cypes of enterpl'•ises. 
7. Nu.rn'bar of rooms o!• units. 
8o N~~ber of units of som3 essential equipmento 
9. Nur.1ber of vehicles u~ed in certain types of 
business actj_vity. 
'10. Numbsr of employees engaged in the business. 
11. l'Tt!i~bel" o:e .salesmen e1:1ployad o 
12. J.Tumber or customez-s4 · 
1 ":l o Ntta1bar o:r companies represented. 
14. Al~oun·c of· fee or udrais sion pl .. ice charged.· · 
15. Volume of salesa 
16 o . Volume of' purchases o 
17. VolQue of gross r~cGipts~ 
18o Amo1mt of' invested capi·talo 
19. Kind or siz~ or equipment used in production 
processo 
20o Volume or actual production, productive capacity 
or tha plant,. ~r kind and size. of product manufactured o 
Obviously, those bases may be used separately or in combination~ 
The Cotnmont-Jealtt1 of V~rginia uses approximately fifteen of the ' 
above bases in the· administratio~1 of the Stata licensing system. 
Rate: The rate of.a license tax is the amount charged per 
unit orthe base, for e:{ample, "32¢ per ~100 of retail sales." 
Rate structures may be or many typ~s: 
1. Flat amount. 
2. Flat amount plus another type or scheduleo 
3.· Flat ra-te apnlied to variable base. 
G- Bracketed o.tructure (progressive) 5. Bracketed structure (regressive) 
Busineg~ or necn:nation: In general, the term business 
refers to activity which is primarily mercantile in character, 
"",.. ~" , ~::-(~' •n ·i<~f.11. i: P'P''Ilr:; ~nono~1 c f''11:rf\nr-~n~Pral ·ent.P~pr1.~e,. 
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Occupation ;ta usGcl "..;o co'C)·el" thi$ ~r:.d otl:~r· a~ti \·iti~s. !t !$. 
not neceesary( ·~ this tJ. !lle to introdttce f --~ther distinctions· 
which are freq~~ntly useful i'or rnte-malt:.. .-J purposes, st~ch as 
p1•ofessicn, personal service occu.p~.ticn~ 9 bt1siness service 
occupations, etco This topic is reserved for a later memorandum. 
Le~l Basis of_Licensiug 
. Business and occupa·ti.onal licenses have been 1sued under color 
of two distinct grants of authority.!/ The f~st ~s .the police power-
the authority to regulate in behalf of the public health, safety, 
~elfnre and morals. The second is the taxing po~ero In general, 
.licensing has been utilized in the northern ano middle-western parts 
of th~ United S·tates primarily for purposes of police regulation. !n 
the southern and i'ar-\trestern sections it ha.s long been a recognized 
. .. 
ana· important- part of th9 revenue systems or s·tate and local govel·n-
ments, in ·addition to its regulatory influence. How~ver 9 throughout 
the country there app~ars to be a marked shift in licensj~g operations 
. . 
from regu~ation to revenue, and '\'ti th this· shift in interest has 
naturally come a~ increased concern.~ith considerations o~ equity, 
fairness, 'and responsiveness' to changes in"e~ono~ic cond:ttionso 
In 19lt6, for example,· the City or Richmond, pressed by the need for 
additional funds, attempted virtu2.11y to double its license ta,::es 
"across the board", and al·though many compromises occurred in the 
process, the net result was a drastic accentuation or the inequities 
prevalent in the prior arran~ents. While crude indices and 
measurements c.re ·t·olerablc as long as the aggregate burdGn of the 
tax is inconsequential, recent increases in the revenue realized 
from licenses b..ave pushed the. rates so' high ·in mn.ny quarters 
t.hat the a'\·tla·Iard and ~nequitable bases generally in me have come 
in some cases to constitute severe 'burdens on the cost of doing 
business. The thorough restudy of business and occupational 
licensin·~ has therefore been a matter or prime necessity 1n many 
1 eo \'iilliams v. Richmond , ·177 Jl!!. 477, 1I~ s. E. ( 2d ) 287. 
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political subd1 visiC'..,S in Vir(!il1.1D.. and t hrotttihou~ tl~c~ country 9 not 
. I 
only from the standpoint of equity, but or rea~~nableness, and con~ 
sequently of iegalityo 
Ghapter 150 of.the Acts of Assembly'or 1948, while conferring 
upon 1rlington County the maximtim licens~ng power granted by the 
State to political s~bdivisions, contains at the same time prohib1t~ons 
against the le~Jing or a license tax in any case wher~ the levying or 
such a tax is prohibited by general law •. The Tax Code of Virginia 
contains fifteen provisions a.rrectin~r the po1.trer of the local authorities 
with respect to licensing: 
Section So Makes insurance taxes, licenses on inst~ance companies, 
taxable intangible pel"sonal p:ropst rty, and rolling stoclt of railr-oad 
companies subject to State taxati9n only. 
Section ?3-ao }.1a.ltes dairies taJ~able .on capital, rather t~an as 
.. merchants, under State la\!1 and local. ordinal'lce o 
Section 73-c o NcJ.ltes suppliers of ·l-roc;>d pulp, veneer logs 9 mine 
·props, and railroad c1·osst:tes under certain ci~cums·t;ances tt'~able on 
capital 7 and not subject to license taxation ao merchants .ol" bror..ers o 
Section 172o Provides.that no city or torm (and by implication 
no cotL"'lty to , .. Thich licensing pot·rer is eJ~tend$d) shall le,..J' a greater 
l~cez1se ·ca.1: on the paid-in capital or build~Lng and loan e.ssoc:Lations 
or co"mpanies than that· imposed for ·S-Ga.te pwposes ,1 an~ further that 
such city or tovm (county) license taz shall be levied only ~here 
the principal office of the association or company is located in 
this Stateo · · 
Section 1?6o Limits municipal (county) license taxation or 
contractors or plU!nb:tng and stear.u.f'itting con·c:r.actors to those cities 
and to't·1i1?. {covnties) in ~-Jhich the princip".l office· and bra.r!cll offices 
are loco.:ced, regardless of th-e fact t;hat business may be carried on 
in many other politicel subdivlsionso 
• Section 188. Pel~its manufacturers to sell at their place of 
manufac~u~e without a license and, tmder certain circuostances 9 to 
sell o.nd deliver at the same time to licensed dealar.s or retailers 
anY1'1hare in the Stute viithout the payment of any license tax "'Go 
. the State, or to any city, tot·n1 or COlli"ltyo Also prohibits local 
license tax on persons or firms licen3ed as merchants in this 
State for selling goods or merchandise by sample, l'lhere deli vary 
is' not made at the time of sale e . 
Section 192o ~~empts from the definition of peddlers those 
selling ice, wood, meat, milk, butter, and other supplies or a 
pe~ishable nature, gro~m or produced by them and not p~chased by 
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them for sale, and al: dairymen using wa~ons on ~he cit.Y streets~ 
. Section 192-a. Exempts vendors ~nd. dist~ibutors of motor vehicle 
fuel end pstrolevm products, farmers 9 dealers in forest products,. producers or manuiact~u~ers selling ~~d uelivering at tb~ same time~ 
other than at a d0finite nlace of business to licensed dealers and· 
retailers, fro~ license taxes imposed by cities and tot·ms (counties). 
Section 192-bo E~cemD1GS dis·tributors and vendol"S of' motor fuel 
and petroleum products, tobacco, or SGefood, a farmer, f.ar.mers' 
cooperative association, producers of agricultural products, or 
manufac·turer taxable on capital by this Sta:te, or d:!.stributo1•s or 
goods palrin~ a S·Gate license ta:t on their purchases 9 \1ho or t-thich peddles goods, ~ares or nerchundise by selling and delivaring at 
the same tima 1CO licensed dealers or 1•e·tailers, oth~T than a·t a 
definj. te place of business opera·ted by "che seller o 
Section 199o ~1~kes persons, firms anq corporations engaged in 
the business of mixing, comnottnding or manufacturing carbonatea 
beverages, bottling and seliing the same, n1anufncturers and not 
merchan·ts o · 
f' Section 219. Limits local tmcation or e:lcpress companies to taxes 
on·real estate and tangible personal prop~rtyo 
Section 22'+o Prohibits local taxes on sle.ep1ng car, parlor oar, 
and dining car companieso 
Section 229o Limits· city and to~m (cot~~ty) license taxation or 
water 9 heat, light and power companies to t or l per cent of gross 
receip·i;s. 
Section 239o Prohibi"cs local license·· ta.Xat:ton of inSUl"&nce 
agents~e~a ins~ance compauieso 
Section 296o Genaral le'\:t limits licensing po\·rer of cities and 
tottJJ.'lS no·t having genel'al ta:>~ing lJOt'ler in thair 0ha1•ters to subjects 
of State license ta=-:a:t;ion. ..uso exenp .. Gs those selling fa.~m or 
clomgs"cic produ~·cs, gro'"n or pl"odu.ced ~J them, from local taxation, 
~~d exemp·ts net·rs:papel .. s from local license ta:ca·tiol1. 
·. ln·addition to these specific limitations and restrictions, 
. . 
taxing authorities gener~~ly are subje~~ to general provisions 
• 
. of the State statutes and constitution,. of.the Federal Constitution, 
and to the_general body of· precedents in the· iaw of taxation with 
respect to such matters as.reasonableness and relevency of classifi-
cation, etco 
~/ho Pa~rs License Taxes? · 
Before cons~dering the details or license taxation, it ~ worth 
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:while to give some ott«'' tit,n to the !':Lnal retrc:I.tlC{ '"'l&ee or tl1eso t·f.u:ld.'$1). 
Taxes do not always come to rest at the point where th~y-are leviedo 
Some taxes can be more easily shif·ted than o·thers 9 and even or the taxes 
that can be sh11'ted there are certa'in conditions that make the shift easy 
and certain thnt make it difficul~o Unless the conditions affecting the 
incidence or the ta!t are reasonably well loiorm, 1 t is almost impossible to 
relata thg bu~de~ imposed by·the license 'tax system to the other aspects of 
the local revenue structt~e 9 and ·correspond~ngly difficult to be an even 
approximately certain that the tax system is, in the aggregate, opGrating 
with reasonable equity upon the wealth~prorlucil1g activi-ties of tho 
communi~Yo 
The classical economists are accustomed to the view that taxes on 
r~al estate· stay where they are levied, and. are· never passed ono Laterly, 
even this view of the one tax which presumably is never shifted has been 
challenged in a very fundamental ~lay o The \Vehruein analysis points to· the 
possibility that in some circumstances any tax .may be shiftedo Even the 
taxpayer ~ho o~ns and lives 1n his o~n·hom$ may~ in certain conditions or 
. 
the market, pass on increases in -his real esta·te tax~ 1J.oreover 9 · as 
Wehrwein points ou.t, til=tes on commodi·t:tes - rJhich is the essential nature 
of.the mo~ern license tax- may undergo some shifting even after the goods 
have reached the hands· of the ultimate consumero 
License taxes are levied upon businesses, upon sellers or goods a~d 
sorviceso It is reasonable to suppose that such a t~~ ~111, in som~ 
instances, be passed on through higher p~ices e1ro chargeso Just when this 
will be possible, and to what degree the taJt: may be shifted, is by no 
means clearo In the present market, with most goods ~n short supply and· 
prices u~controlled either by competition or by,government fiat, condition 
are propitious for the shifting of n large part or· the ~axo On the 
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other ·hand, competitiL is de·veloping iu certain -\elds, Qnd it may well:. 
be that license taxes falling primarily on goods. or commodities in the 
sale or which there is competition would tend to remain where levied. 
Moreov~r, some com:toditi~s are sold at nationally published prices, and 
a tax on such commodities could hardly be ps.ssed on 1n the sale of the 
.com~odities themselves, although prices On Other COmtlOdities might be 
raised sufficiently to ~aintain .intact tha seller~s overall position. 
In short, the ability of a business and occupational licensee to 
shift the ~icense tS}: depends upon a complex of economic conditions·~ 
the specific or ad valorem nature or the tax itsel~, the margin or surplus 
condition of the seller or goods or services, the relative elasticity or 
da~and for the goods or services, the monopolistic or~gopolistic nature 
. . I . . 
or the business~ and p_er_hap-s most. important of all the· general state of' th 
· mar};:et at any particular tims o Under normally cot1pat~ tive conditions t the 
tax probably remains in large part ~here it is leviedo Under present 
conditions 9 _a Very SUbstantinl ·amount of Shifting probably· tFkes plaCBo 
.. 
To. the extent that the ta't is shifted 9 in \"Ihole or in part 9 1 ts 
effect is regressive, since it becomes for all practiea~ purposes a 
sales ta~ at an extremely nominal rateo Inas~uch as a very large 
p~oportion of the income of persons in the lo~er income brackets goes for 
commodities and ser~icos affected by the license 'ca:x, it tends, 11' shifte 
to bea~ most haavily on those least able to payo On the other hand~~thin 
.. 1 
element of regress1vity in:present circumstances mus·t be eonside:red in. 
relation: (a) to the p~obably :transient cha!'acter of: the regressive 
feature of the tax; and (b) to the fact that the progressive taxes ~ on 
net income, for example - are virtually inopGrative as far as lowero 
· bracket incomes are concerned, and for adminfstrative reasons will J.~ltel: 
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so remaino In sum, t.ue regressive character:tst:...~s of the tax are, ·at 
relatively nominal rates, self-correcting o In the ·pi•esent market, 
expand:d lower-bracket incomes largely eJcempt from :the progressive taxes 
.applicable to higher-bracltet incomes are probably able to bear the shifte1 
burden, while in a conpetit1ve market, when lowe~ bracket incomes· ~end· 
to contract, the tax will c~ase to be sh1ftGdo 
Licen~es and BenefitA . .·. 
All taxes are defended as to equity upon one of two bases - benefit 
or abi11 ty to payo . ·For example 9 in many stc:~tes 9 although no longer in 
V1rg1n1~, the costs of streets,and guttors are chargeable directly to 
abutting property owners, since such improvements. benefit directly the 
.property and enhance its value,· although the 1mprove~ents arc .used by the 
general pu?lico· The cost of maintain~ng .fire protection is readily 
justified on the sama theory, as are police protection and the sanitary 
. . \ . . . . 
and epidemic control aspects of the public hea~th f~~ction, since these 
costs arise principally by reason o·r ~he congregation or people and the 
concentration or valuable personalty in fairly c~ng.ested· areaso Less 
direct is the equitable argurn~nt for the taxation of real property on the 
benefit principle for th.e financing of pv.blic schools and reliefo 
Taxes on business and occupations are ju~tified on the benef~t 
principle.on somewhat different grounds, and the license charge is 
sometirn~s looked upon as a f:ranch~se ta~c fol' the use of the marltet ·crea tee 
1n the com~unity by societyo Clcai'ly, therG are fundamental economic 
values ror businesses and for professional and other service occupati~ns 
·in locations within fairly de!~s~ly populated areas, as.evidenced by t~e 
fact that there are few ~arge mercantile establisrunents in the open 
country, while doctors and lawyers likewise seem ove~vhelmingly .to 
. . 
prefer the more populous centerso Since the maintenance or the basic 
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~meni ties v1hich pe7 ~it the morl<:ot to operate e'"t:t provide~ in part by 
local sovern;~ent~ thoDe· who derive benefit from operating in the market~ 
1t 1s argued with cons~derabla cogency~ should contribute to the cost or 
. . 
~intaining ~he amanitieso It.haa been suggested, moreover, ·that a fair 
measure ot the contribution or those whQ operate in the market should be th 
extent of their use of the market, as measured by gross receipts or, for 
thosa.who prater more precise instruments or taxa~ion, by ·the value added 
b~ handlingo 
noweve~, wh~ther the surgson's scalpel or the butchGr 1 s cleaver is 
prefel"red, it is clear that those who .. pursue business or se1 .. vicG 
activities derive clear and UI.miistakable benefits from the market crGated 
,bY the people who live in Arlington Count~, that tho facilities financed 
in large. part from the common-uea~th of ~he people or the County e~1ance 
the value of that market,, and those i1ho 'Denefi't should be called upon to 
share in thg cost of maintaining the marketo 
The doctrine of ability to pay, when.cortfined to 1ndivi~uals 9 is 
based primarily on psychological considerationso ~The assumption is 
that those who have more can give more tor the maintenance of the public 
servicos without .suffering a hi~her propor~ionate sacl•ificeo There are 
several uays in ~hich t~e calc~lation of ability to pay may be app~oached~ 
but in this coun t:ry 1 t has, l'lot always t'oo logically~ .been closely ~ll:Led 
.. t 
to the concept of net 1nco~e. and the theory or a des~ending ma~ginal 
. . 
utility of an additinnal increment thereto-in less ~eohhical language~ 
. . 
that bayond a ~erta~n poi~t (and tha~e are. eno~mous divergencies or 
opinion as to where that point should be· set) a person has a progressivel:; 
diminishing right to keep what he is able· to· earno A small exemption is 
allowed,.the purpose ~r which is to guarantee that at least.net income 
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~axation. shall nQt eS 'Oach upon the requiromen for biological 
survival, and as the income exceeds this minimttm it is held that the 
burden of the sacrifice varies inversely with the amount of th~ excesso 
In this sense, or course, businesse·s have no ability to. payo A 
., 
business suffers no psychological deprivationo HQwever, t~e persons 
. who derive profits from the bus;l.ness do suffer .such deprivations., Q.nd it 
is true that the businesses themselves vary :J.n ability to compi•ta.vJith 
similar buDinesses in the earning of profitso But it. is ·the net profit, 
or the amount·available to the capital account 9 which most closely ties 1 
to o~r.indiv~dual concept or the ability to payo In feet, even the net 
income of a business means little, since.it is a wholly artific~al 
. . 
calculation based upon a complex ser:tes of conventions with respect to 
. . . 
. . 
accounting procedures producing a result which has l:tttle to do with the 
. . 
~iscal health or· the enterprise, as well as b~cause of stock distribution 
and the varyirig·economic ci~cumstances of the recipients- or business 
. . .. 
inco~eso The plain fact is that the transference by brute force and 
s~eer.·awkwardness or our legitimate c~nccpt of net income in the hands 
. . 
or individuals· to the field or business in o~e ot·the grosser" absurdities 
or ~merican taxation, and the sooner we .ceese at·tempting to com:ningle 
two completely alien principles the more ·logical ~ill be our resultso 
Abil~ty to pay, as the ooncept is used 1n thinking of person~l income 
t~~ntion, has no significance for the taxation or bus1neSSo 
!tttsen and E.QJ!:.'tty 
It has been suggested above that the essential justification of 
. . 
business Pnd proressional licensing lay in the benef~t principle, that 
. . 
th~·notion or ability to pay as expressed in net income,. ·legitimate as 
. . 
it may be in thinlting of income in th·e hands ·of i"ndividuals', had very 
• 0 • • 
little to contribute to the solution or the ~oblem or taxing business 
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/ 
and the occupaticiuso Authors or business aJ \ .Professional license tax 
ordinances and statutes have devised a long list or indicators nimed 
at measuring the use which business and the service occupations make·or 
the market maintained by societyp end we have listed tt'T<iJnty of the most 
frequently encountered indicatorso It is the purpose of this section o: 
,. 
the memorandlli~ to examine the operat~on of the more important .or these 
indicators, and to try to sugrest some benchmarlts fo1• judging the 
equitable characteristics of eacho 
J':rne or Occunatj:..Q!l r~lOI!,;lo Taxes , ... flvied on type or occupation alon. 
would not be manifestly uu1fair were it demonstrated that use or the mar 
varied perfectly according' to type· of business or occupationo Thus, if 
could safely say that all, or substanti.alJ.y ~11 9 grocery st.opes used tb 
mal~ket twice as extensi,.rely as je\7e.lry .. stores, or that al.l d~ctors, or 
subs t~l& tially all-, used the marl'\:et t\·~ice ·as exte11:s1 vely as lawyers 9 the 
could be no objection to levying; a r~at amount by which doctors would 1 
charged twice as much as lawyers, and grocery stores twice as much as 
jewelrl' storeso ·This 1s not the cf.~eo . It is r.eason.able to· say that or 
thG whole the manufacture or steel tends 'to be ·a large!' scale operatio1 
than the shining of shoes, but this is apout as f~r as we can gOo ·BUs: 
activity, the magnitude or· indiv~d.ual ope!ations, and even the actual: i 
of the market by businesses or occupations or approximately equal size 
vary to such· a11 extent that even within t~.'pes of business or occupatio 
.,. ' 
the differenc~Gxceed the s1m11arit1eso This extremaly crude indioato 
:tn the light of present knor1ledge or the aconomic:s or: business enterpr 
and· in the presence of va.stly better arid. more precise measurements,- hL 
11 ttle placo in modern til.~ntion~ :But .why, one migl:lt ·as!:, is the "typ~ 
of business" indicator in such \'11des·pread useo The answer lies princ: , 
in the lag or our governmental fiscal devices behind the development ( 
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ecomomic condit:tons, an<· __ n the suitability of suet ·\simple, even 1:r 
·-· 
grossly inequitable, indicator to the type of personnel which local 
government is able to command in many sections or the countryo Certainly 
.~11ngton County,_ vn1ich enjoys a tho~oughly modern s~ructure or 0overnment 
and administration, ~nd which is able-to attract'and m~~nta1n personnel 
. . 
of a high order or competence, has no needor burdening itself with such 
primitive devices o~ taxationa 
.. Interm?.d~.:rt,e !'!Q.l)..:!Ql.tlm!.!. Inc1j.cat.Q~.o In many A_merican local1 ti~s 
_rental value or premises occupied, street frontage, floor space, number 
or .rooms or units, units of essential equipm~nt~ number of customers, 
number ·or sPlesmen, and like standards,or measurement have acquired 
~ide ~cceptance ~s bases for the local taxation-of business and the 
.. 
. occupationso They represent an effort to get at the ~easurement_or the. 
use nhich business.es arid occupations make or. the market, and as .such mus.t · 
be recogn~zed as.steps, faltering though they may be 9 toward more accurate 
indicato~so Generally speaking, the'reasoning behind th~se attempts is 
·111u~tra~ed in the assumption that a barber shop with two ch3rs does more 
business than the barber shop w:l. th on.e chair, or the .storage vtarehouse 
with 509000 cubic feet 0~ space does ~ore business than one with 25,000 
cubic feeto On. the whole~ this may be true 9 but there is much variation 
between two barbers with two chairs each, which suggests that the d~y's 
cutting schedule is much more important· in determining the amount of work 
• 
done than is the number of chairs in the shopo This can be readily 
illustra·ted by .an example drawn _not from: Arlington County, ·but f:rom 
. . 
another revenue survey co~ducted recently by the Bureau of Public 
Adm1h1strationo 
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Numbol· ·j G~tOfJS J ... :l.C:J1l::lc · L:~cs·nso as 
cba:t:c ... Rc~eiptr; Tax. ·e~1ts pel' $100 
.. 
of oro n r; n c c o :l p )lin 
Shop rro" ); 3 ~~)+ ~ 260 . ~~30. '?Oo42 
2 5 9,5?? 50 '2o21 
., 1 2t067 10 1~8 o38 ~ J+ J}~ s36l~ t~o 27 o8J · 
r,• •]. 29627 10 38o09 ") 
6 2 2,650 20 75 ol.l-? 
7 2 8 ,331+ "20 2Jo99 
8 ~ 18~208 gg 27 o3t:. 9 4,136 96 0 '/0 
10 lt- 9!/926 lto 40,.29 
ll 4 13s:257 40 29o 1~1 
The spre8.d :J.n each catego1,y shoulc1 be cc.1refully noted o T1J19 or the 
four chai1• shops do nrore businass tha:n one d? the five chair shops~ 
One t\·Jo chail' shop does more business than -one three and one· four 
chai·r shop, and so it goes o The mol"Cl or thiE comparison is 'that 
the bes·t indicator of volume is vo lut:1a o . TQ be sm:e, in cel~i;ain 
circusstances, 't,!he;re records do not pro.vide essential fiscal inforr.ua-
t:lo11, o~:' '\·Ihel"e administrative clifficul·cies are la1 .. ge in relation to· 
. . 
tho potential revenue, j_nd~roc·c in~icators may le~it:lmately be m edo 
But tht1 b'ardGn of proof is cleu.ply ·upon the proponenf; or indiro ct; 
:indicators, ospt3cially \·lhen l"cd;:ral ·caxa:t.ion .has made some soi~t of 
G J.cmentury l)ook-ltec11ing all bu·t uni VGl"Se.l o 
illJ:.9..9J:...Y..oJ.1.~;£_,Ip.~lt.c.!~to~~:lo Since ne"" p~~ori·c :i.s inapplicable as 
an indicator for measuring the benefit derived from tho use of the 
mar~ltct~ o.nd sir.Lce tl~t taxaG ancl :tnto:c-mediatn non.-volt1rue indicators 
. . 
ure manifestly too crude .i!oi'- raodel"ll tu:Katic=>.~ \·Jhat th~h can be 
. . 
relied upono· There are tl,lo mousw,es. applicc._ble Jco ·the de-'cel"milla·tiorl 
of the use of tho ma1')l:et. One is "ric1ely used, pi--incip~lly becauso 
• I • • 
of its relative case of admlnintra-'Gion.o The othel~ ·is agreed by 
·stu.d0nts of business taxatiori 1~o be superiors ·but its admj_nistrative 
.r.eqllirem~nts are SOffiCvihat hlr;her anC:l :J.t !Jas not bee~ USC~ b~ locHJ. 
. . . 
c;ovel .. nmen·ts v Tha CotJ1mon~·1ealth o:f.' Virg:tnia,· as '"ell. as most or .the 
municipalities or the s·tate, ta~· rotq~l busjJ1C:!~S on wos:J nalcn 
..... 66.-:- E¥ltipi~ .- 2- :J-5 
• .... • • - • ' # • 
... ·' 
., 
. -· ·"·' t::.. . .. ,.,~ ""Ui .. ~ ""J.!' •• ,~1·1 ... i .... ~ ~ .. ·,.Lw.,; f v.u~ w .J..L~ roJt .... ll ~~ 
have extended the uso or volume ~ldicators,. principally gross receipts, 
to a_~de variet,y or service occupations, whereas the State has 
. . . 
contin~ed in the main to levy these license taxes on a flat basis. The 
· value edded by h~~dling indicator, some.~nat incorrectly desi~nated 
as gross profits, ·is generally agree~ to conntitute the most precise 
measure or the use or the market, but beeause it involves 
calculations edditional to the simple addition of daily, weekly or 
monthly sales, &""ld bee? ..use it prGsents certain problems '\rtith respec-t 
to mul tipla-outlet e11terprises, sucl1 .as ~hain stores., mtmicipa.li ties 
have generally felt themselves unable effectively to administer such 
a taxo. It is ."probably true that 1.:mless .the income from business end 
.. • • · ... .._*"tt. 
occupatio~el licenses· is suffici~~tly great to justify at least 
I $25,000 per annt~ for administration ar~ field audit, the cruder 
meast~e o£ gross receipts and gross purchases, even:involving as it 
does a lou coiling with. respect ~o rates, constitutes a device better 
. . . 
within the administrative possibilities or most loca1 autho~itioso 
. . 
Gross sales and gros~ r.eceipts. are, o~ course, s.elf-def'ining, 
as -is gross purchases in the case or wholesalers. The value· added 
by handlL,g bese is calculated by stilitrncting from gross sales or 
gross receipts, as· the case may be, the ~ost of goods sold and all 
commod:t·~ies, services ancl stlpplies sec~ed by contract outside the 
• • • 
business- Labor costs, interest, depreciation, etc., are not 
deducted. It one merchant, for example, handles his deliveries 
under contract while another handles his by force accou.~t~ the 
amotmt p~id under the con~ract is dedu~ted, and the operations of 
the eont~acting delivery agency taxed separately, so that as tar as 
license t~ces go, both_merchant~ end up 1n the same place. ·As tar 
. . 
as professional licenses and. most. types of service occupations are 
concerned, the tax~iab111ty under either system tends to become. 
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enterpriseso The most important virtue of the "value added." base 
is that it. permits a single z•ate to b·e applied to a ·uniform base 
eomplate~y across the boa~d, and accomodat~s· itself very effectively 
to.the different mark-up practices among different types of business, 
thus measuring precisely -the use or the m~:t·lteto A miller, tor example, 
ltTho buys ~>4o,ooo "t-.rorth of l"Iheat t-Th:tch he grinds and packages into 
$50,000 worth or flour has not t~aded in the mnrkot to the extent 
~r· $;'o,ooo, bu·t only ~o the extent of -~~lo,ooo, anti $1o,ooo 1s the 
amo14J.t ~rhich ·should be taxed. A jet..reler "1ho buys a diamond for 
$500.and sells it tor .$900 has traded in the market to the extent 
o'£ $4oo,. and this is '·rhat should be taxed.. Th_e "va.lu~ added" base, 
as may ba readily observed, in compariso1: 'dth t~e gross sal.es basis, 
favors the enterprise uhich ha11dles a· large volume on a lo~-r ~ark-up. 
Since many of the £ields tending to operate on high volume low mark~up 
are dominatGd ·by chain stores, .thi~ has no 1c endeared the "value added" 
base to some local governing bodies. 
The accompanying tabulation seelrs to st'_Illmarize the principal 
·characteristics of flat amount, gross receipts and gross sales, 
and value added by handling bases.· 
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ISSUE FL\T GROSS RECEIPTS VALUE ADDED 
A. Equity , 
lo Cc:-~ormi ty to 
value added ·by 
handlineo 
No relation whatsoever. Does not ~ccomoclw:tc larze 
difference~ in m~rk-up 
policies between types end 
sizes or businesses. 
Measures accurately and taxes 
value added by handling. 
2o Impact on busi- V€ry hea~Jo 
nc:;s es \"11th low to murk-up. 
·mn.rl~-up. 
llo relation Ve~y heavy. 
mark-u~oo . 
• 
No relation to Corrects pr.ec:tsely for marl.;:co 
up -differentials •. 
'. 3o 
• 
l·leas w.~emeht or 
·v:t::!..Ue of fran-
chiSeo 
No relation ~rl1atsoevero· Much b0ttcr th~n flat tax, 
but sti£1 crude indicator. 
Accurate meast~e·or value of 
r:::·cu1chise, bu-t must be. bolsterec 
~lith high minima, lrnich are sub ject to same criticism as flat 
taxe~. 
Relation to exoo RccUil,CS close adheren-
c:nptiono ~Yl· ce -to State· ~a."t;1 ru1d ex-
State l~l'lo emptions therc;ine 
Discriminationo Dir::crimino.tss egc:.inot 
srna.ll-vcluiilG bu!;in&ssc3o 
General obser- P~ob~bly le~st equita-
vo. tions on . 
equ:ttyo 
blG, o.nd fails ccr.lple·tc-
J.y to re:;pond to econo-
mic chan~0s. 
Revenue Fluctuation 
Rsqt.1iros closa adi1erence, 
t-thich ma.!~<:~n attdj.ti11g dif'-
ticult and creates grave 
inequitieso 
Avoids most or·the inequalities 
produced by exemptions in.State 
le't!lSo 
DiscriNi~lntcs o.ge.inst lerge Uo discrimination. 
volume busincsso~~ 
nesi:onds to voltmle changes 
btr~-not to m~rk-up differ-
eutialso · 
Al~ost ccB~letely equitable, 
~~cept for high minimum re-
quirements •. 
~ , . 
1. Stability. ·stable to point Of in-
ertia. 
·varies with total d6llar 
volume o:r transactionso 
·varies with dollar.volume ~!d 
markaup and write-off policies 
3. Entin'lting. 
~Iominal rates 1mpc1'(;;.ti- l.fc-:.:r.ii:1~;n r·~te;:; ~rn::;t not im-
ve to avoid cc!\1-'iscation pose U!lduc b\lr\lc:.1 .on bu3i-
or small bU3incsscso ncsscs l'Iith louo~t marlt-Upo 
Lar.gc ~ount of latitude with 
respect to qu~1tity of tax ta~ 
• 0 0 
·Very simylc ~ practical- Involves estima:tin~ vcltl:j!o Involves estimc.ti11g volume or 
ly no Val .... icbleso of busincsn in light of gcn-bu5incss and mo.rl<:-up and 'tlr.rit 
ercl economic condition~o orr policies. 
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CC!·:PARISCH OF 
ISS U.S 
C~ Administration 
lo Staffing 
FLAT 
Vir·~tt-::.lly self -·cr2:l1inis-
te~ing. No technical 
perso1~el required. 
I.,. ... ~";"<~ ·~·:l 
.~.~·.v u .... ~ J. , 
,., .... - "" . , 
u.a:.\;,.;~..) .·.J •••• J .. , ........... - .. _, --- - .. , 
GROSS RECEIPTS · VALUE ADDED 
• 
R·~auircs s1r~TJlificd a-edit of e. Reauires t>rofession!!.lly si~gla facto~, lfuich can be per- cc~pctcnt.ad~inistr~tivc 
formed by clerical p~rsor~cl. staff in adeq·uate numbers. 
2o Co!lt or adm:lnis-Very loti cost involved.·. Fairly lo'~:I, i11. vieu of simpli- Probably arom1d 3 per cent. 
of collections, $2~,000 · 
minilirt'2l. 
tration. city of audit. 
3v \uditability. Simple hGad-count 
suff1ci.9nt. 
lt.. Discretio~"l or P!'a c t:t c~lly ... 
ta..~payer. involved. 
5o Compliance costo· Noneo 
6o Tecl~1ical problen Noneo 
in def:I.nins cost 
o:r goods sold. · 
' 7, Precision in ap- NoneG 
plying definition 
of ·tax basa. 
none 
is 
8.· Poli tical-ndoin- Non-controversielo 
istrative factorso 
Do Draftin~ and ~evi- No problemo 
sion of ordinencee 
Rela.tivaly. u:1co~plic~tcd; nen.l~­
ly all morch~nts record sales. 
Practically none i~volved. 
Negligible 
Negligible~ 
Relatively non-controversial. 
N~glfgiblo'ih tec!~ical prob-
blems invol v·ed o 
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\ 
Involves audit determinatfux 
of at least tuo factors. 
Or.din~r..ce must be dra.,.·Jll l"rt:::l 
car3 nnd great detail to 
avoid extensive discretion. 
Inconsequential for buz~~1c:ss 
es 't1'i th D.deC1ua. to accomY'vin~ 
. ' 
. r~ecords. P:robably high for 
soma e~all businesses. 
•' 
Requires ·clear and acct~tE 
definition in terms of bUS• 
iness operating DGthods. 
Requires accuracy in est~b· 
li~hing deductions,~nd ~pe 
cial pr·ocedt:.L'es for inter-
local and intc~S""i.S.te bt::\h1ess 
Involves understanding of 
busln£'23 ~011CUC5 0.1"15. b~~"1ZC.S 
eCC-!"2\~ltln~,nnd so"...D.d acir1:!nis -
trative judg~ent. 
Requires co~)ote~t te~u1ic~ 
assistance 1:1 ta:.:a ticn ~nd 
·busu1ess.eco~omics fields. 
•. , 
COHPL~ISON OF CHARACTERISTICS OF FLAT AMOUNT, GROSS RECEIPTS AND VALUE ADDED BUSINESS TAXF.S(cont.: 
ISSUE 
-~ 
~¥ Applicability 
to businesses 
or differant 
typ3So 
FLAT 
Crt:.-J.i ty m~kes e:~tension 
matte~ or individual 
ne3otiation. 
• 
GROSS RECEIPTS 
l'Jo problem c~ccept that arislng 
rrom differential mark-up 
po"licieso 
-11...Exhibit 2~2o 
VALUE ADDED 
Can be o:~tcnded to any t~ 
of business or occupatiol 
provided economics solli~d~ 
analyzed. 
.o (\J 
I 
It has been demonstrated that license tax budes·vary sub-
stantially in characteristic. or cquityo Even mor~ obvious, in man1 
respects, is the connection between rates arid tax fairness. or the 
five types of rate structures mentioned in the discussion or 
definitions and ter~inology, we may pass over consideration or the· 
first, the flat amount, since 1ts errects were' ful~y explored in the 
section dealing with tax bases. It is sufficient to note that a 
. . 
flat amoa~t t~c tends to be extremely regressive since no account 
. . 
is talten or the bUQiness' or occupational operation, or of variations 
from time to time in its economic characte~istics.· 
~he flat amount plus another t~rpe or· schedule US\1ally takes the 
form of a volume tax t·rith a flat minim'Clll·.amou11t, or a bracketed tax 
.. 
with a flat minimum. The result for the operator within the 
m~~imum gross r~ceipts allowed under the minimt~ t~~ is precisel~ 
the.same as if the ta4 were at a flat ~O~Lt. As the minimum 
' .... t~~·becomes a smaller and smaller :porcentage·or the total license 
ta·x paid, the regressive character. or the taJ:: beq~nes · 'decreasin31Y 
I 
ir.a~ortan·~. Obviously, the larger the· :tni t:te.l b:racket of business 
allowed under the flat minimu~, the more emphatically regressive 
are the effects or the levy. 
Brac~eted structUl~es may be either progressive or regressive 
as they operate from bracket to bracket. l:!ithL1 e~ch ~racltet 
they operate preci~ely as do flat amount t~ces. This situation 
is seriously aggravated where the brackets are large enough to 
encompass enterprises with substantial variations in volume of 
. . 
business and basic economic characteristics- It is, of course, 
possible to use the bracketed structure in conjunction with a 
volume rate, in which case the brackets l10uld mal{e the tax 
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progre~~ive or rcr;).•ofls1vo in propor~ion to tho p~1·centag·e .rise 
or drop from bracket ..;o bracket. For example, _Ja~lottesvillo 
achieves a high degree or regressivity with a reta~l ·merch~~ts 
license tax or $20 minimum cove~ing 3ross receipts up to S2,ooo, 
$0.27 per $100 or g1•oss receip·ts from ~~2,000 to $100,000, and 
$0.1' per $100 of gross receipts in exces3 ot $100,000o Fredericks~ 
. . . 
burg utilizes a reverse procedure in imposing a flat tax or $20 
plus $0.29 per $100 of gross ~eceipt~ up to $200,000, and $0.,8 
per $100 or gross receipts in excess of S200 7000o 
There is a tenuous econom~c justification for an ascending 
scale on the assumption that large. scala operators are frequently 
able.to avail themselves or the economies or quantity purchasing 
and cert~in other techniques or reducing the~r costs,. thereby 
expanding their profit margins. On the wnole, the proof runs 
in the opposite direction; most large soaie operators conduct 
·thei!' businesses on subs.tantially 'smalle:r profit margins than 
do small enterprises. Clearly,·there is~? justification for 
l"egressive rates ·,,Jilich put n heo.vial~ relative burden O'n the 
small scale operator, ur~ess the social objective is to encourage 
combination and freeze out s~all business. Since, as has been 
pointed out, busiriesseo have no ability to pay in the customary 
sense o~ the term, it is probable that pr~gressive and r~gressive 
rate ~tructures are both in~ppliccble to otisiness tnxationo 
As a practical matter, there are only tt~o major· alternativeo 
involved in tha decision ns to the dominating principle ~n1ich 
is to govern the rate structure. Ir, on administr~tive grounds, 
it is decided that a percent~ge of value add~d by handlif'..g 
presents a problem of management beyond the ability o~ the 
County economicnlly to execute, recourse must then be had to a 
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P.ereentage of. gross receipts, applied to several classifications 
or enterprises which have generally similcx eccnomic char~~ 
acterist1es,. and throt~? the process or classification. to approx-
. . 
imate as closely as possible the equitable taxation or the v~lue 
added by handling, even though the gross recaipts indicator 
is utilized in the actual calculation or the levyo In the first 
~lternative, a uniform rate may be applieu to ~ uniform base, with 
the a~sm•ance that the b\.U'den t-till be eqtl:ttably adjusted to the 
.temport~l variations ~~ the aconomic characteristics or the various 
types of businesses licensed~ In the second altc1~1ative, a set 
or assumptions involving temporarily static economic conditions 
. . 
is involved, which is not self-a~justing ~~d which does not respond 
very closely to econQmic differentials even. 't'.Ti thin· tha same· tl-rpe 
of business o~ occupation, and ~hi~h therefore demands continuous 
revision a.11d adjustment or the rate structure. It mus-t ba admitted, 
.• 
ho~eve~, that the second alternative has strong edministrative 
arguments in its favor. 
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L961 '81 ~I~dV GHlVG WfiQNVHOWaH 
April 18, 1967 
Ncmorandum 
TO: Bert Johnson, County Manager, Arlington County 
FROH: Lorin A. Thompson, George }1ason College 1 
Subject: Business Privilege Licenses. 
In this memorandum I have suggested certain 
·revisons in the rates. In the main, I have ·suggested 
that the rates which appear excessive be lowered, that 
professional licenses be reduced from 65 to 50 cents, 
ond t~at retail and service industries be charged 25 
cents. The result is that the rates are from 8 cents 
to 50 cents per $100. These are cornpaiatively low rates. 
License taxes .enrible local governments (1) to 
·keep themselves informed of the different kinds of 
bUsinesses and (2) to levy taxes upon busin~sscs as a 
source of revenue. The first purpose is regulatory. 
Registration usually requires the pa;mlent of a fee which 
is ordinarily nominal in amount. The second purpose, 
i·:· to rafsc.re~cnue involveS q·uestions as to an 
appropriate base. Gr~ss receipts, as a measure of tax 
liability,is perhaps the simplest-base since it is 
easily audited and the.cos~ of compliance is minimal. 
The ~ applied, however,· does not affect all businesses 
in the same way. 
Grons receipts taxes using the same rate 
for all types of business f~lls with unequal force upon 
different kindD of bu5incsscs and upon different firms 
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in the same business. The impact of such a tax depends 
on the· .gross profit margin, that is the difference 
between gross receipts and cost of goods, rate of. 
turnover in merchandize and the capital structure or 
pro forma capital struct~rc of the business. · Each of 
these three factors apply to all business firms, but· 
~o each in a different way since the mix among the 
foregoing.three factors varies along with other con-
ditions affecting a business. The following example 
.. -
illustrates the way in which the severity of a gross 
receipts tax mny be measured who~· gross roc6ipts are 
taxed .at 1 percent. 
A and D represent two business concerns 
whoze gross ~cceipts margin and t.urnover rates differ. 
Assume A B 
1. Capitalization $100,000 $100,000 
2. Gross Receipts .2,500,000 400,000 
3. Cost of Goods l;B75,000 200,000 
4. I1argin 625,000 200,000 
s.· Gross Receipts @ 1% 25,000 4,000 
G. Net Profit after 37,500 37,500 
income tax 
Ratios 
Net Profits/Capital- 37.5% 37.5~ 
ization 
Net Profits/Gross 1.5% 9.375% 
Recipts 
Average stock turn- 25x 4x 
over/yr •. 
Tax/Hargin 4% 2~ 
'l'ClX/Nct Profits 67% 10.7% 
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·other examples using different factors which 
affect a business will pr6dtice almost infinit~ variation. 
The case used illustrates the fact that a gross receipts 
tax of 1 percent in a high turnover, low margin business 
can claim 4 percent of the margin for doing business and 
2 percent in a high margin, sloH turnover business. In 
this case capitalization, net profits and rate of tax on 
gross receipts were assumed to·be th~ same. Gross receipts 
and cost of goods are the variables. Other costs of 
opcra~ion although variable have produced the same w~ount 
of net profit after income taxes.· 
It is clear from the foregoing that gross 
receipts taxes do ~ot apply with equal force upon different 
\ ~. 
businesses. What then is the justification for their use? 
Gross receipts taxes, designated in the 
Arlington Code as business lic~nse and privilege taxe~ 
provide the local government with a sirnple.method of 
raising revenue. The cost of compliance to the business 
is also minimal. The same rates on one business, ho·.-~ever, 
may be und often is much more severe than on unother. If· 
• ~ 
the rates are kept low, i.e. less than l percent, the 
impact of the gross receipts tax on the costs of doing 
·business and on profits is reduced. It is recognized that 
businesses often feel that taxes, such as a gross receipts 
tax, \oleakcn their competitive position. This view is held· 
by certain groups of taxpQyers in Arlington. The real 
~ of the problem is w!1cthcr. the total of local taxes 
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levied on businesses in Arlington are heavier than in 
adjacent political subdivisions. Local gove~nments of 
course, can and do vary their local tax rates from time 
to time as circumstances require such action. 
There is a body of opinion· that believes that 
Arlington would do well to eliminate all business license 
and privilege taxes. If this were done the savings would 
increase the liability of the business for federal and 
state income taxes. Hence bus.inesses \·lould gain only a 
part of the tax saving. 
Business license and privilege taxes are used 
. ext~nsive~y in Virginia cities an·~ tot.·lns and a number <?f 
counties, At present Arlington rates are r~latively low 
as compared to Virginia municipalities of comparable 
\ · ... 
population. It is also true that the rate structure 
varies widely.· These taxes in Arlington.~ow produce 
about $3 million. To the writer, some eff6rt should be 
_made toward equalizing the rates among those subject to 
the tax. If this is done the total ~nount of revenue from 
this source will be about 75 percent of the amount pro-
d~1ced by the prenent rates. A suggested modification in 
the rates is given in Exhibit I. 
Connidcration should be given to changing 
the rates of the following professions to retail rates: 
1\uctionccr 
Broker 
Dusincss chance broker 
Commission Ti1crchnnt 
Furnisher of domestic and clerical help 
The nature of the business activity is a 
proper basis for classifying _a business. In suggesting 
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revisions in the rates several matters were considered. 
l. The existing rates on motels and hotels, tele-
phone nnd telegraph companies were very high 
when compared to all other rates. It is 
recommended that they be reduced to' a rate 
of 50 cents per $100, which is the highest 
rate sugge~tcd in Exhibit I. 
2. It is recommended that the rates for selling 
and mcrch~ndizing operations be brought closer 
together. 
3. It is recommended that a uniform rate apply to 
all service occupations. 
4. Reduce professional rates from 65¢/$100 to 50¢. 
5. The desirability of using a maximum rate of 
50¢/$100 of s~lcs on businesses where license 
tax liability is measured by gross receipts. 
A rate of 25 cents has been suggested for most 
retail operations. 
Some differences in rates have been retained 
on the premise that the costs of doing business is less 
in professional activities than in retail and wholesale 
.. 
operations. Some rates have not been .c~a!1ged to any 
··considerable extent, such as developers and wholesale 
merchants. 
Licenses on vending machines, non-resident 
laundries and dry cleaners, peddlers, taxi operators and 
many other businesses covered ~nd~r the license tax 
ordinance and which account for r~latively small amounts 
of revenue have not been changed. Some are flat fees, 
others arc variable. .The registration of such businesses 
is more important than the revenue produced. Such license 
taxes.are mainly regulatory. Others, such as non-resident 
laundries, can con~inuc on flat fees since it would entail 
considerable cost for such businesses to comply on ·the 
basis of volume done at /\rlir1gton and/or other locations. 
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Using the 1965 revenue fig~rcs·f9r the business· 
and occupational license ta~ in Arlington, the loss in 
.revenue which would result from the suggested revision in 
rates is shown below: 
Total Receipts and Penalties '$2,655,875 
Estimated Receipts (New Scale) 2,044,229 
Total Reduction $ 611,646 - 23% 
The range of rates .in the present ordinance 
is from 8¢ per $100 on \o~holcsalc business to $3.00 on 
hotels and motels. In the revised schedule (Exhibit I) 
the range is from 8 cents per $100 to 50 cents per $100. 
The rates suggested for retail and·scrvice businesses are 
the same at 25 cents per $100. It is further suggested 
that Some .activites now classified as professional be 
reclassified as retail. 
If the wish of the Arlingtcin Counti Board is 
to reduce the business and professional license.'taxes as 
a source of revenue, the suggestions in Exhibit I would 
reduce the revenue from this 'source by about 25 percent. 
If the Dotlrd wished to obtain the same amount of revenue 
as is presently conternplilted, the suggested rates should 
• 
all be increased by 25 percent. In this case, the rates 
\'lould range from l.O cents per $100 on \vholesa~c mer.chants 
to G2.5 cents on professions, telephone, telegraph coi.ipun-
ics, hotels and motels. Retail and service r~tes unde= 
these circumstances v1ould be increased .. from a proposed 
.• 
25 cent rate to 31 or 32 cents. 
If the noard \oJishcs to gru.dually eliminate 
the business privilege and license t~xen as measured by 
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gross receipts, the rates could be lowered in successive 
·years. 
In conclusion, the rates in Arl~ngton are 
comparatively low as compared to other cities in Virginia. 
Moreover, business locations· are influenced mainly by 
economic advantage, costs and convenience. The complete 
~limination of the business license tax would substantially 
increase the liability of the taxpayer for federal and 
state income taxes. Lowering of -some tax rates only 
shifts the burden to some other ac~~vity in the economy 
of the area. The sugg6stcd revision would provide a better 
balanced privilege an~ license tax structure for Arlington. 
It is not severe in its impact since the rates range from 
\ •, 
8 cents per $100 to 50 .cents-per $100. Such rates should 
not hamper the growth of Arlington's economy. 
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FINAL ORDER 
(Filed April 12. 1973) 
THIS CAUSE came on to be heard this 12th day of January, 
1973, upon the petition of the Plaintiffs for an order of exonera-
tion pursuant to the provisions of Section 58-1145 of the Code of 
Virginia, 1950, as amended, Answer of the Defendant, opening state-
ments of Counsel, presentation of testimony and exhibits, closing 
arguments of Counsel, and 
THE COURT certifies that the following facts were deemed 
proved: 
1. The Commonwealth Attorney has defended this application 
pursuant to statute, and 
2. The Commissioner of Revenue has appeared and given tes-
timony touching on the application as required by statute, and 
3. The Arlington County Business Privilege License Tax was 
enacted by the Defendant Board in 1949 and, among other provisions, 
pro.vided in Se~tion 11-2 of the ord.inance, "It is the purpose and 
policy of the County Board, in enacting this Chapter imposing li-
cense taxes for the privilege of conducting business and eng~ging 
in certain professions, trades, or occupations in the County to 
equalize as far as practicable the burden of such license taxation 
among those hereby liable thereto, by adopting, for general appli-
cation, but subject to the exceptions hereinafter specifically set 
forth, a system of license taxes measured by the gross receipts of 
the business, profession, trade, or occupation in respect of which 
the tax is levied."; and further providing in part in Section 11-4 
of the ordinancei' •••• which license taxes shall be for the support 
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of the County government, the payment of the County debt, and for 
other County purposes." 
4. That rates for the various businesses, professions and 
trades were established by the Defendant Board after advice of 
professional consultants employed to study and recommend cateqories 
and rates which was intended to equalize as far as practicable the 
burden of the tax among those affected thereby. 
5. That a method of equalization of the tax among those af-
fected was developed by studies determining the average profit mar-
gins for the various businesses, professions, and trades based on 
evidence of past performance and adopting the category of Retail 
Merchant as a base point, fixing a rate for this category and ad-
justing rates for all other categories up or down from the base 
lpoint according to their relative profit margins; the rationale 
being to tax according to ability to pay as determined by the stud-
·ies of the average operating or profit margin of each category un-
der the ordinance. 
6. That from time to time the Defendant Board ordered stud-
ies by professional consultants to re-evaluate the categories and 
rates therefore in keeping with the Board.'s stated purpose and pol-
icy of equalizing the burden of the Business Privilege License Tax. 
7. That the Defendant Board consistently followed the rec-
' 
ornmendations of the professional consultants so employed with the 
exception of certain categories which were bracketed prior to Jan-
uary 1, 1952, and the Hotel-Motel category from January 1, 1959 to 
December 31, 1970, during the period of a so-called "Gentlemen's 
Agreement" between the County Board and the Hotel-Motel Industry. 
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8. That in 1959 a so-called "Gentlemen's Agreement" was 
entered into between the Hotel-Motel Industry and the County where-
by a rate far in excess of the formula rate was placed on this in-
dustry with the understanding that it was to be passed on as a 
local tax on customer's bills and that such "Gentlemen's Aqreement' 
continued in full force and effect until 1970 when a transient 
occupancy tax of Two Percent (2%) of gross receipts was adopted 
for Arlington County; that the industry was directed not to charge 
the Business Privilege Tax as a local tax or surcharge on customer 'Is 
bills any fur~her and the Industry's Business Privilege License Ta~ 
rate was restored to its formula rate, and 
9. The Defendant, without evidence of a change in the Hote~= 
Motel Industry's profit margin, arbitrarily enacted a rate in 1971, 
to be effective in 1972, which increased the rate Three Hundred 
Percent (300%) above the formula rate, in violation of equalizing 
provisions,thereby entitling the petitioners to the exoneration 
prayed for, and 
10. The Court being of the opinion that the ends of justice 
would be met by making an adjustment, now therefore 
IT IS ADJUDGED ORDERED AND DECREED, that: 
1. The Plaintiffs be, and hereby are, exonerated from the 
Arlington County Bu$iness Privilege License Tax for 1972 as com-
puted at the rate of Two Dollars ($2.00) for each One Hundred Dol-
. 
lars ($100.00) gross receipts and the rate be, and hereby is, 
established at Fifty Cents (50¢) per One Hundred Dollars ($100.00) 
gross receipts for· 1972, and 
2. The Treasurer of Arlington County, Virginia be, and· 
hereby is, directed to refund to the Plaintiffs such funds as each 
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of them may have paid for their 1972 Business Privilege License 
Tax which is in excess of the rate hereinabove established by the 
Court, and 
THIS ORDER IS FINAL. 
* * * * 
ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR 
~~iled April 23, 1973) 
* 
1• The conclusion of the Court that the 1972 Business Privilege 
License Tax on hotels and motels was arbitrarily enacted is not supported by 
the evidence. 
2. The County Board of Arlington County is fully empowered to 
enact a Business Privilege License Tax on hotels and motels ~d set ~ rate 
so long as that rate is not prohibitive or conf1scator.y and the Court erred 
. 
in !in~ng the rate excessive without any finding that it was prohibitive or 
·contiscatory, or a:n.v evidence to support that finding if' it had been made. 
3. The Court erred in finding that the burden of the .. tax had- not 
been equalized, and in finding that there was any requirement to equalize the 
burden that could restrict the power of the County Board to enact the rate for 
1972. 
4o The Court erred in construing Sec. 58-1145 as empowering it to 
correct the tax rate under the facts of this case; the onlY assessment which 
may be corrected by the Court is the valuation of the property that forms the 
basis for the assessment, and the tax rate is not within the power of the 
Court to correct. 
* * * * * 
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